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GlüSSARY 

Neanings of Hausa Kanuri and BadeJ Fulani terminologies used 1n 

(Hausa: Judges(s) 

:~;~,: ,:~.1.i1f2:j_3.~:o.i;~. ~:.:~.nr.t:: ~~Ll!r~i::)).y·t:1:t._;;_ pl.u:: {H!·;:;us1:1);; Pt-:~··:.i.patt:,t:ic 
~:. tt~dt··n t ( ~=-) 

7. Bok~: sing. Bokaye= Plu. (hausa) Diviner(s) 

9. Can~a~\~ (Hausa) suitability. 

i:~:i E~ft~iSt {H!:tU~:.ëi);:: p:lëiCf:· ·-· f.t.;;(fJ:{.d.f1:. ::;.inÇ}n fDu~=-3.t:·r=- F.tH:~.t\~;i!;\ 

pJt{ r.:nt~tt3.n(~!:: . .-: 

1 '~ .. : Fn,1.itn :i. { Hr.tu ~:-E~) f. th<·? f u 1 ::\n :i r i:1r.f;·:: Fu J ro-·})r,._ ... t~).d_t:\:: Tü«.~n Fu} !·:·{n ~:; ~ 

Fu_}r.~r:=J __ ,-dctj.:i_,; th{;: nDm~dtf.: Fti.lë\n:} ... = 

15. Bado (Hausa) inheritance. 
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J t~ :: Gr.:ïndtl_;1 :::.1 n~J :: Gi::;ndt~}'1:: pI tt ,: { Hi.it~ ~:-ë~) /i F i:"111)t 1 y "f ~ srm { !::- ) 01:· t~n :t t { ~:.) 
Üi1

" p;'"Ddu C t :~. Dn ~ 

18. Habe (Fulani) meaninQ Hausa 

21. Hatsi (hausa) millety) 

22. Hatsin Kambi (Hausa) grain tax. 

2~. Janqali. (Hausa) livestock tax. 

25. Jihad (Arabie), a religious war.duction) 

1i:2;f.1a . .1nn. (BE;fit:)!, 
1n ëtn): \,/:!-.11t((~f:.~ 

;!!i ·"' K.od 1:Hl_D { Hë<U ~-B) t~~ë~gt~ 1 cl beu f;: ~1{in ___ J;.f~.f:l.§.t9..P .. :: .. Vt!f.tgP- l Ei: bütU'"·E·Y·: 

Y r.,n.~ .. ~<od.r.iq{?- 1; wE~·;Jt-: 12:hf.::u~-~~~·~:.,, 

33. Kudin_sarauta (Hausa), title money. 
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Kudin_qandu. (Hausa), h·.,: ···, 

37. Kudin_~aisuw~ (Hausa) 5 greeting money. 

39. M~qayamj_ sing. Magaramma: plu. (Kanuri), Queen(s) 

43. Ma)lam~ sing. Mallamai; plu. (hausa). scholar(s) 

~7. Nudi (hausa) aeasu~e. 
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52. Sarki: Slng. Sarkuna; plu. (hausa), king(s) or title holder(s) 

~:!6:, ~~;~!_:::.k:~}~ ... _Y.~n}·:_Ef; ~:-~inf.J .. : Si:{?'°_8kun_i~n .... "Y.r.·;nk.i\~. p:lu .. = {H~·~ur~-E\);. Tbf.·:·· pn~-!::.t:-:-·r.~-~=-n:,:·(~.) t.:)~? thE .. 
pt)\1;==1=-r· t-o ~-~d mt ni~:. °tE··f1:-: {}-;::·r.~ th pt·:f·s r,:~} ty :: 

58. Sa~aut~ (Hausa), kingship. 
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60. Zalunci (H2usa), oppression. 
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This thesis is about the continued existence of feudal 

is intended to a contribute to P"r! 1 l::.·t 1 nn 
- •• MO OH WO .. Oo -:." 

knowledge on the poveFty of the Nigerian ruFal populace. The 

study demystifies the role being played by the traditional rulers 

hv •• I 

analysing the various relationships that exist between the rural 

populace and the feudal aristocrats and the conclusion we arFive 

at is that these social relationships between feudal aristocrats 

rural populace are 

they constitute some of the major 

The stud; is presented in five chapters, the first chapter 

The second chapter, treats the theoretical framework of the 

The third chapter analyses the dynamics of the pre-coloni8l 

and colonial social formation ~f Hadejia Emirate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The existence of feudil relations within the Nigerian social 

people, the reasons for the existence of feudal relations in the 

Nigeria Df the 20th century remain obscure. 

little is known about the degree or the extent of oppression and 

exploitation which characterises these relations. 

For the academic minded individual, the existence of feudal 

not a new thing. Infact, history has shown that all mooes of 

production they have negated. These vestiges of the forffier, 

advanced capitalist countries. 

In developing capitalist countries like Nigeria nowever, 

feudal relations not only exist side by side with capitalist 

relations but they also protect ~nd perfect the system of 

primitive accumulation. 

FoY the official g~;ernment polie; makers, the existence of 

indispens~bilitj of the traditional rulers in the political 

dispensaticm uf the country. In this thesis, kE a~gue that .t.f ..... 
t1H;t 

1 
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source of their pFoblems, hostility of the peasantry 1s mostly 

directed at wrong targets. Thus the peasants see the namadic 

Fulani and not the S~~aku~~ (Aristocrats) as their enemies even 

though the actions (destruction of crops) af the nomadic Fulani 

have the backing of the Sarakun~. While the nomadic Fulani get 

peasantrj~ thej pay heavily for this suppoFt. They are heavilj 

While the nm1adic Fulani are fined for offences against the 

peasants~ the victims hardly get compensation. In most cases 

both peasan~s and the nomadic Fulani do not benefit from legal 

suits against each other. 

e~tortion meted to them by ihe Hakiœi's court, they still prefer 

their c~ses to be handled by the Hakifa~ or his representative. 

From the findings of this research, there seems ta be a 

•ider state apparatus. Successive g,~1ernments are quite aware of 

the oppressive and exploitative activities of the SaYakun~ in the 

on. This is essentially because the Sa~akun~ have been playing a 

.,,, .. HO 

t!H:.' :1.n 

interest ~f the Nigerian ruling class. 
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Also discussed is the nature rrf 

... J. 
"Î •• f1 

neocalonial rule at the local level and at the •ider national 

The fourth chapter is a case study and it is divided into 

society of Guri. The second section examines the relationship 

section examines the nature ~f the social relations of production 

section examines , ... ·- .. , .t ... ,~.:: r-C 3 - - -J r.HH.1 

The fifth section discusses legal and political 

section summarises the chapter. 

Chapte~ five 1s a conclusion of the en1ire thesis and it 

highlightens the political and the theoretical significance of 

tht: stud/ 1: 
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· · CHAPT ER DNï= 

1 o 1 THEORIES DF THE ORI8It,! DF THE STATE 

The phenomenon of oppression and exploitation in human 

society can be traced to the emeFgence of private pFopeFty and 

the consequent division of society into classes as a result of 

·J 
~-0 C :}. E1 °l :;:i .:. : 

"The history of all hitherto eiisting society 
the exception of tbe 

societies that existed prior to 
history) is the histary of class struggles. 
Freeman and slave, patrician and plebeian, 
loFd and seFf, guild masteF and journe;man, in 
a word, oppressor and oppressed, stood 1n 

-;::r.:n ::;. t ;;-:.nt oppo!~-3. t i ün te c-nï-:-- ~-int:-t hr,r· !' -;::ar·;-- i. f::d {~ir·~ 

uninterrupted, now hidden, now open fight, a 
·fi (i ht t ht:=~ t 1:~t':i c!·! t j_ mt:, {:~·nd t~,d :, E· i. th1::·!·· 1 f5 Ht 

revolutionary reconstitution of society at 
large. n~ in the common ruin of the contending 
C} i:~ !:- :::.E: ~:. :~ ~? 

°kD 

exploitation in human society started with the emergence of 

private propertj. Rather, he ~PP~ man as naturally unsociable, 

quarrelsmne and competitive and under these conditions the idea 

of right and wrong is determined by man's pleasures and desires. 

all giving rise to continua} fear and the danger of violent 

It was this fear, according to Hobbes. that acted as a 

·!:.•. 
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Articles of peace, suggested by reason". This agreement was 

concretised in a form of submission to the authority of a ruler, 

and thus the state rrf nature gave rise to civil society throug~ 

._ ... r: 
ui r.•' • • • '-· • % • ·,'.'.; t".·.,1,,•.•,· ... ·,·;r,··1,~,.,·!·'.''<'·,· ",',· ... ,'·~ .::-~) '~:·r,, ~· ·ï:-: 1 ·:J n · · . ;; . 

Once such power is constituted, according to Hobbes, the 

people are subjected toit, having surrendered all their liberty 

resisting the authority of the sovereign, then, "he is the author 

;:: 

of his own punishment" ~ To this extent, whatever the sovereign 

no breach rrf covenant on the part of the sovereign; and 

; 

t: !°:':.n bf.:.-· -f Y f:'f.:-°d r r ùm h:i :::. ~:-tlbj r::,c t j on 11 
\:~ fJ As far as Hobbes is 

concerned, "the sovere1gn is no part of the social contr~ct but a 

recipient of powers conferred on hiffi hy a contract of 

- "\ 'I Il ? 
t'f .i :,. 

- "} ·1 
c·~ .~. }. 

••• : .J .... 
{,:r .::. t 1 ~ 

nature. However, he disagreed with Hobbes in the sense that men 

surrendered their natural rights to the whole society and not to 

a single monarch. Spinoza's argument is that once the monarch 

becomes an absolute power over the society, he is bound to be 

To this extent, the contract with the sovereign 

... ,. 
... 
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ln his polemics against the advocates of the divine origin 

~f the state, John Locke argued that the origin of civil society 

was rooted in the state of nature which was astate of freedom 

and equality in which people were bound by real obligations. The 

every one with reason not to do haFm to another or destroy 

property that does not belong to him being all equal, independent 

1 ·i" ·;· ,_-._ .. -·,·=·· • {ji !:1nü , 

AccoFding to J.J. Rousseau, the state of nature 

"was neither a Hobbesian war of all against 
all, nor a Lockian abode of peace and good 
will; it was just a condition rrf Brutish 
isolation, in which men were physically much 

developed with the family widening into tribe, 
anomadic eiistence giving place to 

Inventions and the arts followed, 
but with theœ grew passions and needs, and 

jealousy and self-assertion, violence and 
{)t~ t 11

• ë-iqE~:: State and civil governments were 
Cr" E .. !:~ tE:{'.} h·.,: ··.: 

imposed their will upon the 

erroneous to "ground the nature of the state on the contractual 

relations, whether the state is supposed to be a contract ~f all 

• ·1 ·1 
cl .i. -1 with the monarch and the government •••••• 

the unconditional protection and guarantee of life and property 
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is the highest entity which even lays claim to this very life and 

t 1 .J J • ) ._-_. :...·,· ,·,·.·. i·· ._;_ .. ··i'' .-.·.,. 1-•. ,· ••. ·, ,, 11 properiy ano ùemanos 1~s -- · . 

Engels and to some extend by Rousseau, all the views we have so 

far cjted have two things in common: they are all apologetic and 

apologetic because thf:':}' 

justification for class do&ination in the name of "contract", and 

idealistic because rl~~~ strugg}e is seen notas a result rrf 

material contradictions that characterise class societies but as 

of psychological conditions such as "fear 

death", pleasures and desires", etc. or predestined arrangement 

Thomas Hobbes not only dismissed the existence of rlas~ 

struggle in human history by his theory of "war rrf all against 

all"J but he was also of the opinion that the state does not 

serve the interest of any class and as such the contract with the 

This position is 

Justification for class domination. 

While Spinoza recognised the need to change any oppressive 

making his explanation idealistic. 
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On the other hand, while John Locke's theory could be seen 

as mo~e progressive than those of ~)bbes, Spinoza and Hegel, it 

1s never the less biased 1n favour of the bourgeoisie. This is 

1n any class society, not even in the state of nature. 

were only bourgeois catch phrases used for the campaign against 

the maribond feudal order in Europe. 

bourgeoisie in Europe, Heqel sought a religio pc-:}iti:.-r.:Et1 

justification for the prussian state. In this way Hcçcl saw the 

dynamics of human society not within the context of the 

activities of human actors but as a result of a divine act of an 

"absolute idea". Thus Hegel's explanation is not only idealistic 

but is 2lso a negation of class struggle because people are secn 

10 be acting accovding to the dictates of an "absolute spirit~. 

While Rousseau's thesis where civilisation was seen to give 

and disorder, vanity jealousy 

assertion •••• etc." is to a large extent moralistic, it has never 

the less grasped the essence of the state as an instrument of 

class domination and exploitation. 

Jt 

explanations of the origin, nature and character of the state 
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. ..___,.-' 
,) 

that FngP}~ offered a scientific analysis of the state as it 

emerged and existed historically and materially. 

"the state is ••••• by no means a power forced 
on society from without, just as little is it 
11 thEr fE··ë-:}:it;/ C<°'f thE· t~tf:ini:.Cï:•:1 :~df::·t;Hf. uthr,:.- }mi:itÇJE' 

and reality of reason", as Hegel maintains. 
Rather, it is a product of society at a 
f.:f.:;tti·:·{:}.n :::.tL~if:}{·:: {:.·f dt:-:·\,'f::1r:.pmf:·$·:jt~, i=.t 3.~:- th{-:-:· 

that this society hii-i::. 
r;·n tan 1:J J f.:•-;:} in ëin i:"{ h~:-o} t\ t-a c-;)n t r· ii{3 :i c ·t i or~ ~1J:i th 
itself, that it has split into irreconcilable 

which it is pawerless to -1 ,; -· ... ~- , 
\J }. t:- i3 ;::· .!. ;: 

But in order that these antagonisms, classes 
with conflicting economic interest, might not 
consume themselves and society in fruitless 
struggle, it becomes necessary to have power 
seemingly standing above soci~ty that wm1ld 
alleviate the conflict, and keep it within the 
bounds of "order" This power, arising out of 

-; -!-· 
.:. ~- !i 

alienating itself more and more from it, is 
the state ••••• Because th~ state arase from 
the need to hold class antagonisms in check, 
but because it arase, at the same time, in the 
midst of the conflict of these classes. it is, 
t~.!:, r.~ ~:-u}·2 :; thi:: !:~:\-.i~;tt: <:rf tht? mc~~-t p-;:.,,1~P-fft~l-:, 
economically domi~ant class, which, through 
the medium of the state, becmRes ai~n the 
politically dominant class, and thus acquires 
~·ff;i.L) mE'L.:;n ~=- o·f hn} d :i n{J dü{,jir: r.~nd 2::: p.1 o:~. t :tn t;J t hE:' 

oppressed cl~ss. Thus~ the state of antiquity 
was above all the state ~f the slave m•ners 
for the purpose of holding down the slBves, as 
the ~f[:t~d2,J :;:.t~1Î.{·'.' \i:Ji.i~:. tt°::·E' 05:·.i:;}i:.~n {::S-f thf·:' nch:~_}.:ity 
Tor holding down the peasant serfs and 
bondsmen, and the made~n, representative state 

.. ~;: 
U! 

In accordance with Engels positicm therefcre the state had 

not ~lways existed. The state emerged with the demise of the 

J.J 
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primitive communal mode of production. Under the communal mode 

wealth was essentially collective. Members of the society "knew 

their hands and not grow be;ond the control of the producers and 

it could not raise any strange, phantom powers against them, as 

' \. > "J 1 ·' • " J i '1 ·.·.\ '!"f ,:·.·.'.· .: •• ·• ;,• ,":'. • •• '. ·,,,·· ·.,·, .. '<· •• ·.!· •• ·~- ,~·<. ,l •. _;,. <" •• ',· l."j H j_ ::~ ,, 1s ~ne case reguiar~y ana 1nev1,aoiy c •• ·, ~: ·_ ,, 

Within the communal society however, contradictions emerged 

process. lhis division of labour gave rise to specialisation in 

destroyed the communal basis ~f production and expropriation 

since individua}s could no~ produce and expropriate on persona! 

h" ,- ' r.· 1 '·! :..~ r.t :::• .1. ;:, :J 

·! t: 

between individu2ls. 10 

possible the development ,·,·f 
l,.•: 

transformed the communal social relations of production because 

production ~as no longer solely for consumption but also for 

With the introduction ~f œetal œoney into the exchange 

middleman between the producer and the consumer, human labour 
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itself became a purchasable cammodity. This stage 1n the 

labour was embodied became a commodity to be purchased and sold. 

The slave - holding state which originated between qooo and 

3000 D.C. µhen states were formed in ancient Egypt, China and the 

territory of Mesopotamia was the first antagonistic and rl~~~ 

\.. ~ "' ,-• ri -· r• - .! - -
1
• • 1 - • 1.- 1 , ,..,. •• 7• >,·,· -.:. ,_·.·:. J,.· ,·,.·., ._,. ·.:•' •• Î ? t.t!:~!::·t."!"i .. · ~:··1JL.!t:.' t;= .s.rs f:1.1lift:·;,! • • 1 

îhe slave society ~as divided into three classes v3z; the 

free producers, the slaves and the slave owners. The state was 

therefore astate of the slave owners to hold down the oppressed 

classes and to perpetuate their elploitation and oppression. 

In his study of slave revolts in the united states of 

•11"', 

brutality" 10
, which the system of slaverj had created. He ~1~n 

popular means rrf protestn 19 

The contradiction between the forces of production and the 

t.:.oc:i. éi} relations of production within the slave mooe 

production burst asunder when slaves started revolting and often 

killed their masters. 20 
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Thus the inherent contradictions that were entrenched within 

the slave owning mode as cited above, undermined the basis of the 

slave mode of production and on its ruins emerged the feudal mode 

of production. 

The feudal state like all other states remained a machine 

for the oppression of the majority of peasants or serfs the 

minority land owning class. Whereas under the slave oNning mode 

the slave was regarded as a chattel with no rights whatsoever, 

the feudal state tied the peasant to the land. Only the feudal 

lords enjoyed full rights and thè peasants were seen as subjects 

and therefore treated as such. Even though peasants and serfs 

wc~c not regarded ~s private property of the lord, they were 

deprived of all political rights since the lords were the only 

rulers. Hence the condition of the peasants was only slightly 

different from that 

Now, since the central concern of this study in feudal 

oppressicm and exploitation, we shall next examine the nature uf 

feudal relations as they existed allover the world with a v1ew to 

understanding their contradictions. 

14 
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:f-ü t~u "f Uü·~: l :} l2 A J. ~7}t{ l iq l Ua ·!:::;. "f J.J.r::i ~-;}{}i.~UJ pu~:_; i\.,;a:J .. 
a41 J~ sa6a{;h;Ad a41 /q pas/reA~d JO paua~eaM 

•77"ws~{~l~deJ fiu;paJaAd pu~ tiahe{S 
uo µd~~~ ~~waists JfwouaJa a41 tu~paaJJns 
/{{eJauafi 'mopi1as /q pasf1a1JeAe4J /wauoJa 
pu~ /tafJOs ia ad/l ~ u} sJajaA li afiesD 
+sfXA2W 04+ UI ·samtt UAapaw ur pue l+rnbf+ue 
u~ 'sJ~\s~1a1JeJe~J A~{~w~s 4l~M 1uawu1aAct 
ta smaists pue saftafJOS Aa410 o+ pa~{dde oste 
s~ wAal a41 'AaAaMOH ·safie arppfw a41 ta tAed 
Aai2aAt aqJ tufAnp aAa41 +ueurwap pue ad0An3 
{8A\UaJ pue UAa+saM u; tu~ieu~û~JO wais/s 
{2Jft\{Od a4+ pue ilafJOS J~ ad!+ aq+ sa+auapu 

=3Mnl~~31Il 3Hl 
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in which the village cœnmunity ln~~~ its 
d.om:in.it\m ... M ..... t:·f{~~lnr:--n.~:. O\:'f.-:t -Z.hf::: 1 t:1nd to th; . .:_.· Mf-:-:~tld,;··i:l 
.1 n~1·d ~:. 1:-ind th 3. :::. ·::nn t i nu f:'!::- 2i ~:. r.·{ r.:-::.-nrmt-~n j_ t }' G··t: 

families in which there was (l) organi1ation 
of societr into classes, that of the lords of 
the land (whose property is inalienable) and 
thi:~t D·f ·th<:-:~ ~:.f::·~··-f .. ··t{:~n;;;nt~-!l {~::~) app~rGp11·.i..~~t3.o~·~ n·f 
the surplus by the lords of the land as a 
matter rrf right ("duties") and not through 
commodity relations; (J) absence rrf commodity 
exchange inside the "demain" which const/Jute 
the primary cell of this kind of society"~~ 

"ai Weber ([1922) 1959) conceived of feudalism as a 

"patriarchal authority" in which 

(1) The authority of the chief lies in the likelihood 

vassals will voluntarily remain faithful to their oath of 

("-pn"l ;,;f"Pd . -· i' ____ ........ . 

lord and his vassals and belw~~n these inturn, and their own 

subvassals (sub-infeudation). 

(J) Onlj in the case of a "felonjtt does the lord nave a right to 

depYive his vassal af his fie~. 

~4) îheve 1s a hierarchy of social rank corresponding to the 

hievarchy of fiefs (i.e. the bigger the fief the higher 

status of the fief holder). 

.16-
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po} :t 't :~ r. :;\ ï i::t>: Jt hot i t }' ë\ ir·El u ~:.t~ bj t:·c t !;:. 11 that is patrimonial 

d·E·Pf~n ti·~-:n t ~=- :: 

(6) Pow~rs over the individual budgetary units (demains, slaves 

~=in{~ :::.f~t,··f~:.) f:.:1-.E:i tJ°H::· ::J::::.·.-.- t1·:i<;JhtE:. {$'f th{:: p·r::Jj.tir::1:il ÇJi:·qup to 

thf:.:• f"P.f"t:·,1 n{· 
. ... -···· -·r· - o·f t €.;Xf.,"~;. ëind c ·Dn t r j:. but :i ors~=· tt ,-:\·nr~ püV~if:::Jr~ . o-f 

~, 
jurisdiction and compulsion to militar; service ••••• tt~o 

Tht:- +::·!:.1::.f-:·:·nt:f:.2;} ·f'e;,1.tutt:·:·~:. 0·1: th0: d~:-:'°f~tni. tinn~:. thr.·tt h;.~vr:: dJ1:-ect 

bearing on our research problem are their ideological content and 

thf:7·:!. r· limitations in capturing the universal elements {::"f 

feudalism. Thus for elample, while the definition by Joshua and 

Samuel has captured the universal elements and/or variations ~f 

the feudal system, it has never the less distorted the Narxian 

conception ~f feudalism. By limiting feudalism to »society and 

t·:· Con ül1t}1 Chi:"\ t €~ C t f.·:•J:- ). ~; .. r::d b}' ~-f.' 1 ·f d C.:ff1 11 =~ t h r.,:.~. n{) t 01·,}. i } 3. mi t f.1d t hf: 

definition to what obtained in Europe during the middle ages but 

also completely ignored Narx's thesis on the Asiatic mode of 

p~·üdt~f.:t:~.Dn :1 

Si. m~•. 1 i:') ;:- J. ::,1 :t the definition by Samir Amin :t ~- 1 !:{ !," ~} l:' 1 :;,: 

tf::~:.t~=-JctF:d te \~hë.t°t. üt-:lEt:iflf.';·{} :in /:-;·f1ri{:iA anri (JE:.:t!:{ {::Jhr:•lr-E, th-2: ff-ïDdE· ü°f 

expropriation was tribute - payment. The definition does not 

taxe into consideraticm the situation in Europe where œanorial 

serfdom was dominant. 

., ···:,· 
_t .:· 
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Mal Weber's definition does not correspond to the realities 

of feudalism anywhere in the World, including Europe. In most ~f 

the cases the vassals do not maintain their oath of fealty to one 

single chiE~. History has chown that in Europe a vassal could 

l'j"M" 

pay allegiance to about qo lords at the same time.~' 

by maintaining that the relationship between the lord and his 

vassals and the vassals and their sub-vassals were paternal, 

Weber has greatl; underpla;ed the role of coercion and oppression 

1n ieudal relations. îhirdly, DY characterising the relations 

"patrimonial dependence", Weber has clearly denied the existence 

ot class exploitation which existed between the feudal lords and 

the subject population. T~Js, all in all Webefs definition is 

and unrepresentative of ieudal relations. ln 

anticipation of criticism of his theory~ Weber would always claim 

that hjs thesis is an ideal constfuction. 

definitions that l have accepted Maurice Dobbs definition cited 

is no general theory 

furm~ allover the World, Marx in his theory of ground rent 

delineated three m~jes of surplus appropriation charactefistic of 
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the feudal mode of production vil; labour rent or corvee labour, 

, • 1 • , i .,_,_ ;_·.··:.··:·', •• - ?B rent 1n ~1na anG money · - . 

Corvee labour, the direct 

the land of the feudal lords. The self-sustaining serf or the 

peasant under these relations of production worked for himself on 

some days of the week or mcmth and worked for the feudal lord for 

(~ ;:.:"i/ L"':, -· ... , - four days for himself 

The rent 1n kind was laid down as a responsibility of the 

peasant to the state or the feudal lord. Under this arrangement, 

the direct producers disposed of their labour time without 

sharing it with the feudal lord although the feudal lord had a 

share in the final product arising from the labour of the serf or 

the peasant. In this case, it should be clear that rent 1n kind 

lS an objectification of labour rent in concrete material form. 

side by side as in France before 1789 and 1n most parts of Africa 

before colonialism. 

Thus according to N~rx, the rent in kind corresponded to 

what obtained in Asia where the state stood as the land lord to 

the peasants, in the sense th~t no private ownershjp of land 

exists, althrnigh there is both private and common possession and 

:\.'} 
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For e~ample, the villeins of c~ntral England, the 

Coloni and Massari of Central and ~~rthern ltaly as well ~~ the 

LeibeigEne of Southern Germany were tied to the land without -any 

right of departure from such lands; fugitives Mere subject to 

... ~ "l 
tt~ °tUJ"TJ :: t, ... :. 

Subordination to the judicial authority of the feudal lord 

was hereditary and peasants had no right to alienate holdings 
··::,-. 

and/or acquire immovable prcperty. 0
~ In fact Bloch (1978) has 

demonstrated that around 1291 it was common for a feudal lord to 

sell the loyalty of his people along œith his fields, woods and 

According to Rodeney Hilton (1980) by the 12th Century, 

labour rent as a major form of feudal eiaction in Europe wd~ 

•. ·:. ,,_.1 ,,._· .·-~. {-.•• {_',,.·\ ,-... i·.--.·-,.·, ... -, :'.!-l~ ··,· 1 ., • ., • J ; ,. ·i ·1 • 1
•• { B!:'i { J. ~-!' tnf::· {.f.:Bt~n·t~- o·y !:1 m!:tnüir ~,l't;·ft: COff~p-E:·J. J.f::•ü 

make cash payments in addition to other obligations. Other ways 

through which the peasants were oppressed and exploited in Europe 

included forcing them to grind corn at the lord's mill, bake in 

his oven or press grapes in his wine press. ln addition ~n~P 

than from tenants being mainly for road and castle building, 
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perhaps even to mow what remained of the demesne meadows OF to 

"'.7L": 

cultivate the demesne vin2yar0tt 0
~ 

for example, the peasants were oppressed 

exploited through various furms of taxation. These taxes include 

that is money paid on salt purchased from the market for use, and 

each citizen was compelled by the state to buy a certain minimum 

amount of salt for domestic use. îhere were taxes on the use ~f 

and the use of the feudal lord's 
···r: 

wine-press and bakery was coœpulsory.~0 There were taxes on 

manufactured goodsJ religious taxes paid to the clergy known as 

the tithe made up of 1/10 of what one produced in his farm. The 

condition of the peasants ln France was made Morse by the manner 

province was assessed for taxation, what the state expected to 

get frum such ~ pr01ince was usually paid for by a rich man 

(these type of people were popularly known as tax farmers). The 

rich man inturn went to the peasants and collected the tax under 

oppressive conditions and made a lot of profit. 

In Russia as in France, control of the land remained in the 

hands of the state, the church and manorial feudal lords. The 

relations of production. For example, in 1101 ser1s were 
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such a time they finish payment for the land. Land was acquired 

by the government 1roœ the lanrtlords and sold to the peasants on 

loan payable in cash with interest within q9 years. 40 

peasants· farms were not actually separated from those of the 

essential parts of the peasants· allotments: the ·eut-off lands', 

lands (or easement rights) the peasants were absolutely unable to 

carry independent farming, so that the landlords were able to 

continue the old system of economy in the forfü of labour service. 

The possibility of exerc1sing 'other than economic pressure·, 

also remained 1n the shape of the peasants' temporarily bound 

status, collective respcmsibility, corporal punishment, forced 

labour on public works, 

cropping or direct labour for rented land. For example, 

dessiatine, one and 
dessiatine to be cultivated plus ten eggs one 
chicken plus one day's female labour; for 43 
dessiatine of spring crop land twelve rubbles 
p E· i:· d-::::· ~~. ~~- j_ ~·;: t :i n t-:1 !; F.i n d .. f f~:. ~,· -f :~. ·f ·t :;:: -.. on E1 d .r,:: ~-=- ~- :}. i:1 t :i n (~: 
of winter crop land 16 rubbles per dessiatine 
-~.ri cash plus threshing ~f so many .... .r. 

t;: j 

oats, seven stacks of buck wheat and 20 stacks 

2.4 
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of rye plus manuring of not less than five 
dessiatines of rented land with manure r~om 

the rate of 300 cart-loads per 

Throughmlt Europe 3 the church and the christian religion 

were used to hold doMn the serfs and the peasants. 

was the ideology of the feudal class and effectively served their 

While the peasants and the serfs s~ffered, their 

suffering was depicted to be transient and that an everlasting 

life f;ec ~f all suffering awaited them in the world hereafter. 

ln fuost of tne cases the church also owned vast estates. 

(society under private auspices) 

society 1n which he 

defined and enforced the rights and duties ~f 
the households •••• and it is an entire social 

The peasant is obliged to remain loyal to the lord. As part of 

his responsibilities, the 

do domestic work and in addition work on the lord's farm for a 

small p1ece of land to the peasant on ~hich he will grow his 

personalises the 

reciprocal relationship that exists between him and the peasants 

into one between a patron and his clients. 
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Just like the situation in Europe the role of the church in 

serv1ng the interest of the feudallords in Latin America is 

Nost landlords made sure that they set up chap0ls 1n 

time in these plantation chapels preacn1ng the gospel of "total 

submission to an omnipGtent and monipresent God who, while 

distant and little understood, is believed to be the embodiment 

of all good". 05 In this way, the priest succeeded in creating 

comprehensive »peasant theology" at the centre of which lies ••••• 

an all powerful God who is at the centre of 
all occurrences, good and bad, and to whose 
will each individual must submit completely 
and unquestionably •••••• and t~As the peasant 
expect little from lite, and he ask for 

He will tell you, with nota slight 
degree of melancholy and anguish, that he 

~:::;:::r;_ i. -:::i.i t: ;::tl cc~'.:~:;: ~::l. c~:
0

::; !.d i:,n t~;,c t ~'·;;::!:·f;~;;;.:d,, i!;t 

As in the case with all class ideologies, the religious ideology 

1 ••• , •• : ••• 
~-,..: t -: ~ { 

depicting to the peasants a false conception of reality. ln 1n1s 

way the peasant sees the landlord notas the source of his 

poverty and toil but his source of livelihood and salvation. 

1:r213 

The idea of the Asiatic mode of production was first 

formulated by Marx to explain the type of feudal relations that 

. ' ' . , ! . • ; :- ') . ,: l. 1 , .. , • ,:·.··.·.·.·.,·,·1··11··,·,·,·,.!f""".,· ·.,',. ·',.·.· •• ·,'.,'·.··.···_·.· •.. ,'1-::l ex1s~eG w11~1n ~ne d~av1c, ~nt1an anc reruv1an .· -

, ... t / 

.i.:i:-:., 
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or low development of commodity exchange 

pFoduction within the village. 

(7) Production within the self-sustaining village community doc: 

not take into consideFation what otheF parts of the Indian 

produce, thereby g1v1ng very little ro~n 

(8) The excess of products of the CiliRmunity is transformed into 

(9) Apart of this, excess in commodity form 1s expropriated Dj 

( .tû) The state collects taxas vent 1n kind 
't r, 

E1n{~ .1. ëibOB s1• :: , .. !l:.\ 

centre of this peasant-state relations was ;. L -· 
\.:i!t:.:· 

ideology of the caste system. The Indian society was divided 

Hi:"s.t.5.j,_r.;n_E:. r: 

fi ~:" ·~ Ç:.• r.:. ·~· c:, r·. -· _ .... ,._. The Br~hmins caste was followed h\l --., 

The V~isya caste was essentially for xeoman f~rmers. The fourth 
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Under the caste system, the state was contralled {·;:·,,• ... ., 

the lower castes were made to believe 

example, a Harija~ who accepted and endured his sufferings will 

who did not observe the norms and values of his caste will be re-

Nembers of the 

castes were made to believe that they were 

members of the lower castes could regain their former status as 

membcrs of the upper castes is to accept their situation and obey 

their superior so that when they die the; would be re-born into 

the upper castes. In this way distance was maintained between 

the castes and the oppression and exploitation of the peasantry 

FEUDAL RELATIOt•!S It~ ISLAr1IC SDCJ.ETIES 

A different mode of elpropriating the peasantry existed in 

both pul Eliya, Ceylon, and Sakaltutan in Turkey. 

are~s, the problem was not land but labour. The social relations 

of production which defined feudal lord - peasant ~elationship 
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was ditferent trom the cases we have so far considered. ln this 

feudallords provided the seeds that were planted on the land 

Mhile the peasants provided both the implements and the labour. 

between the feudallord and the peasant according to an agreed 

ln Egypt, Syria, Palastine and Lebanon before the Ottoman 

conquest ~f 1517 all members of the royal Naml~k~ (army) held 

received a monthly an annual allowance 

for the purchase of dresses (Kiswa), regular allocation in kind 

(rawatib), a daily supply of meat, a sheep each for the annual 

They also received 

1 1 • i Ï , 1 ... , 1 .',. i'r', ,,, .. ,. ,·.,,. ·,···: ·,,, 1 ...••• ·, ·', ••• ,•.·. , •• ~r(} "{f1f:-::1 =r t1nv· !::-{=-~=- !i c ... ·D"{ n Tü~:· -~: Etfi{ ~ ,~ îo maintain the army 

therefore, the peasants were ruthlessly e~ploited. Every village 

under a Sultan was headed by a farmer, ~ho collected taxes from 

J. - .. t c\ .i; 

exacted from the peasants the rent ~f the cultivated lands 

to the Diwa~ µho kept 

The tax farmer (Nultazim) gave out a fixed amount .J. ·~ tu 

1 1 ! • ~ i " ~ J J' J ) i f " C ~.-.' .:·,·. ,-,··.,· " .• • •• ,.·? .'! . .. '.(.,. ,, ~!:? ~ne state ana reta1nea scme part o·r ,ne ~aaraJ. Tor·· ··-c 
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who collected the taxes. ln Eg;pt, the fief was ~ life long 

or lease. When he died, his children and the army had the right 

to farm it. Otherwise it was declared free by the state and sold 

to interested buyers. 53 

ln every village the peasant was not allowed to leave his 

was only for a specified n,7:.-f· ~ n.d 
r .... -· -· ~· otherwise he could be 

f~wn wherever he might be. The landlords punished the peasants 

r::n 

by flogging, jailing or death.~~ 

What went to a particular lord as his share of the 

was a co-partner of the other. 

The variety of taxes paid by each peasant in Eg;pt between 

1200 - 1900, jncluded (l) gifts 1n kind at specified times of the 

by money tax; (2) the tax for the annual reparation of the local 

•;1•4 
• .. :• .. t 
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dams and canals; (3) payment for on 

uncultivated fields (a capitation taxon cattle, yearly rents or 

monthly payment); (4) the taxon fish caught when water descends 

tenth of the produce of the date liquor; (b) taxon al] home-made 

carpets etc. 55 These and the other taxes earlier mentioned made 

the peasants in Egypt worse off because they werc always in debt. 

In the Islam socle~les referred to aboveJ the ideology of 

the feudal class was Islamic. The exploitation of the peasantry 

was proj~cted as a religious obligation and obedience to the 

feudal lord œas seen as obedience to God. 

FELIDAL Rï=L.ATîDM IN 1~FRICA 

The discussion of feudal relation in Africa 1s problematic 

the sense that th~Fe was no uniformity in the nature _ .. .i: 
U) 

expropriation of the pe~santry by feudal aristocrats. Th.i;. 

complexity has led people like Polly Hill, as we shall see later, 

outrightly deny the existence of feudal relations 

In nls study entitled "serfs, peasants and socialists", CODESRIA
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injunctjon whjch made it compulsory for a Muslim to give out 10% 

of his harvest as FtFilla OF Za~kat (a religious tax to purify 

~- 1., . . 1 " •. ·.• •, .,. ,·:·,· >'" .,,., .• .• ·.•.· ••. :·:·:- .~ ·,·! ., ~~ 9 "!" L 1. • J: ; • .. J 1 • • J 1 ; '! • ·1 ,. ,. s < \. : {sf.·· mn~:.·t ).n {·t?~rf,: .. :;:.·t~c.n":_~ tt,:-:.n9 :t ~=- {fsi.~'(. ~;~:11 _-;,t:· 

were compelled to ;:~: the 10~ to the landlord, the landloFds 

gave their 10% to whoeveF they wanted. Thus, a serf who refused 

to pay the FaFrila OF Zfakk~\ was denied land but landloFds who 

was generally used to demonstrate religiosity in accordance with 

the belief that "eating the FaFill~ they Feceived jeopardiled the 

possibility of having many descendantsJ and that eating the 

FarillA of theiF own fields was ta Fisk go1ng stFaight to 

I •\ 

Hi,~JI 11 ,,·c:-,, 

The situation 1n Ibadan between 1830 - 1900 was completely 

different fFmn what obtained in Fouta-Djallon. In Ibadan, eveFy 

~· ~- ; .. ... •• J •• 
jjt_\~,i\.Jtf _:,-

s,. ·',·.. ••.• , .. 1.: H • {.:, :? ""j" : T1 • (1 1 .} !''\ , • I' \ t i J • ' 1, • , ï '\ ; _ ·. .ne ~aoa ,gun \patron--n1e~, naG tne rlg~l 10 a~_ocace 

virgin lands to stFangeFs. Similarly, families also had the 

right to allocate or glve out some portion of their lands to 

In FetuFn for the piece ~f land, the tenants gave 

some part of their harvests or gifts in kind such as drinks, 

livestock or cleared the landlord's iarm twice a yesr. 63 îhe CODESRIA
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',, 
tht.':'/ LDtili:} nDt br: E·jectr:-~d ·fs:·-:3m thE1 };;-indu\:::·i..! 

described the mode of production that existed in lbadan between 

supplied cannot support his claim. 

Coupled with the fact that theve existed a 

of conquest and of maintaining the territorial integrity of the 

Empire, all maintained by the labour of the peasantry, the 

describing the articulated combination of the social relations ~f 

production that had existed in Ibadan between 1830 and 1900 as a 

secondary relation of production as primary, but had ~l~n sought 

to, along with people like polly Hill, deny the e~istence of the 

feudal mod~ of production in Africa. 

In the Kanem-Borno Empire which lasted from the 9th Century 

A.D up to 1860, the Mai. (Emperor) remained the supreme leader who 

administered the Empire through a c{mncil of state made up of 

twelve me0bers. Nembers ~f the council of state held military 

titles and resided within the capital so that ther might not grm0 

.. ,. t.:: 
·~ ..... 'lo.f 
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and rebel against the Mai's 

social classes, raising of military levies as well as supervision 

free-born commoners ur men of servile origin.65 

for exemple, the feudal authorities thr.,:, 

The production of crops as well as livestock was strictly 

regulat~d and controlled. Census of all domestic animals dead or 

production, the king stopped the slaughter of livestock for a 

certain period, say cme year, and wnenever such ban was imposed 

;,_ .•,.· •• ·., ,-.,. ,".':· ·_.;,. ·1··1 {,·! -i· 1·.".< ,,.·. ':··'.- ·,·.· •• ·, ,',''.· ;.·, ·,,•· ,i .•• ·_; __ -: ·'·,'. -.-.·· •• ' ' {.;. t.• r". ' ... · 1·. . "" ,,. - •. :, •.. ··· 1·· ., ••• t·1 .. '" r· ·t· ,.. • • • ••• -· ..... -• ... .>. r· 
ri· ... '" •• ••• 1. h f7.•,.1t"!: y- i): U'·l.:.~it.::t .:.:1 .-..1,:-;~:dMr::·;: \•·,::::!:::- mctut:· td 

specialise in the production of a particular crop. For example 

~1~n in maize 0
•
67 

The aim of centralising the econom; in »~homey was to ensure 

those most heavily taxed West Africans. For example, taxes were CODESRIA
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(1) the Hakimai. did not o~n or had never claimed to have owned 

l ,,ïnd in their distlicts - J . ...... ,. 
<.. ne; L 

always free to clear and cultivate unoccupied land (pr01ided 

that nD communal rights such às gra2ing ~ere e~ercised there) 

and in addition farmers were free to sale their lands for 

thE·· -~ -;: '•.:1 ~: ë-: i( -· -· . -· .. -:,., on 

estates in their districts but city aristocrats (including 

high ranking slaves) who resided in the capital. 

cultivated by slaves and not by free farmers. 

free farmers were never bound by conditions 

.;. ;,, -· .. 
t nt::·.?· 

districts were not territorial units but 

arbitrarilj demarcated groups of households from whom the 

{ rt '} n .. ·, r- -· ... -

pmters as the Emir employed his 
CODESRIA
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year especially among families that have vast lands; and whoever 

wanted to cultivate such a land has to seek permission frmn the 

ownevs of the land. Because of the availability of land, most 

farmers in Kano and Hadejia ,. .. , ~,· :.- r -~ .; ~-· ;:.~ 
, •• •r \.:l,. : •• :.1 .. i .. shifting cultivation and 

Secondly, while it is true that peasants could sale off 

also send parking a peasant from the same farmland, the District 

and/or the Emirate as a ~hole. The true situation is that while 

peasants possessed lands (physical occupation with soœe limited 

peasants themselves accepted that the entire territory on which 

It is also not the case that only slaves cultivated the 

either courtiers (Dogarai) OF title holders (Masu Sarauta) e.g. a 

day to day administration of the Emirate OF District and not in 

J .... 
t!..I this date cultivated by 
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19th century Sokoto caliphate and to some extent in Kano, whc~: 

an estate was largely cultivated by slave labour. Even under the 

above situaticm one can argue that the cultivators were not 

slaves even though their parents might have b2en slaves. 

are similar ta the serfs in Fouta-Djallon referred ta ab~,e. 

Th:i ~~ .. ' BDT 

exploit their labmJr. 

Polly Hill is of the opinion that free farmers were not 

The fact is that not all free farmers owned slaves. 

farmers owned slaves. Seccmdly, regardless of a farmer's wealth, 

poor peasants, the; were always liable for conscription into 

forced labrnlr which is a condition of servitude. 

'l'.,, ·1 
f11 J .. t the Hakimai. not 

knowing thai the; ~re on1y fief holders and as such the; are 

answerable to the Emir. 
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through different examples that feudalism as a mode of production 

some societies experiencing it earlier .J. 1- ••••• 
t LI 1:\J f 

Furthermore, there are variations in the iorm of the feudal state 

and the manner in which each expropriated surplus froœ the 

peasantry or the s~Ff. 

ln Europe, Russia and Latin America the feudal state Mas 

manorial serfdom where peasants were tied to the lands. 

In the Egyptian, Lebanese, Syrian and Palestinian systems 

the peasants were expropriated through tal-farmers ana vassal 

Under the Asiatic feudal relations, the state dealt with an 

entire community rather than individual. peasants. 

example 1n lndia, an entire community was seen BS the property of 

A peasant could 

possess land (physical occupation) but the land is th~ propPrty 

a combination of almost 
CODESRIA
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expropriation of the peasantry cited above was shm1n to have 

existed 1n a slightly mc~ified form. For example, serfdom 

existed 1n Fouta-Djallon. The only thing that differenciated the 

ideological content. lhat is, where as christianity was used 1n 

Similarly, the situation that existed under the Asiatic mode 

~, production share some similarities with what obtained among 

the Hausa states. Unlike the situation 1n lndia, peasants in 

Kano could alienate their land by sale. 

Regardless of the mode of expropriating the peasantry, one 

feature that is common to feudalism throughout the world is its 

The ideology of feudalism is religion and it has 

served the interest ~, the feudal 

psychologically subjugating the peasantry or the seFfs to sustain 

feudal oppressicm and exploitation. 

STATEMFt·!T DF THE RESEAF:(:H PF:üBLFJ!J 

In almost all the societies cited in the literature review, 

feudal relations have either completely disappeared or exist 

mainly as a secondary forms of social relations especially in the CODESRIA
-LI
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neocolonial social formations of Asia, Latin America and Africa. 

In the advanced capitalist countries, like Britain, feudalism 

ended with the industrial revolution ~f the 17th 2nd 18th 

centuries which saM the ascendance of the bourgeoisie. In 

France, feudalism ended with the French revolution of 1789. Not 

only that t~~ bourgeoisie 1n France in alliance with the 

peasantr1 crushed the feuda] lords, they also dealt with the 

Union, feudalism ended with the Dctober 

ln all the societies cited above, feudal relations have been 

whether capitalist or socialist. 

mode of production, feudal relations still persist especially in 

the ccruntry side. It 1s within this context that this research 

seeks to examine the contradictions that sustain feudal relatic~s 

1n Guri District of Hadejia Emirate. Effort will be mJjc to 

understand the inability of the peasantry to transform itself 

r~uM a class nin itself" to a r~a~~ 0for itself" despite 

centuries of e~ploitation. An anal1sis would be made of the CODESRIA
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nature of peasant resistance to oppression and exploitation in 

have been effective or ineffective in liberating the peasantry 

from feudal oppression and exploitation. 

Secondly, the research is intended to find out why for 

th·:?. peasantry continue to respect 

(aristocrats) and come to them for the settlement of their local 

judges) despite complains of extortion, plunder, forced labour 

f"f•,' ···.z 

Finally, effort will be made to locate the power base of the 

feudal aristocracy and its ideoloijical structure. 

1.4 

of this research shall 

and polie; options. 

At the level of theory, the research shall enrich the body 

of literature on oppression and exploitation as Nell as the 

problems of peasant liberation. CODESRIA
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Politically, the research findings shall contribute towards 

a better understanding of the role of the traditional rulers 

within the present political dispensation. 

will be useful in understanding soae of the problems ~f the rural 

populace with a view to solving them. 

The major objective of this research is to understand one of 

the sources of rural poverty in Nigeria, that 1s, feudal 

oppression and exploitation. 

Secondly, the research 1s aiœed at demystifying the role 

played by traditional rulers in Nigerian politics. This lS in 

potray the traditional rulers as the custodian of the people's 

culture and therefore indispensable to any government in Nigeria. 
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20, Under the slave mode rrf production, the slaves produced the 

bulk ~f the surplus that sustain the society yet, all that 

was produced by the slaves was expropFiated from them. In 
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07. Ibid pp. 1?? - 123. 

Toronto 1980, p. 160. 

1250_-_lJOO. Porcupine press philadephia 1977, p. 4. 

50. The word tax farmer 1s used here to refer to those to whom 

the state contracted tax collection. The government usually 

made an estimate of what it expected out of an entire 

population and this amount was immediately giYen to the 

government by some one who was usually rich. The rich man 

inturn went to the peasants to retrieve his money and in the 

far~~t~ is not rich, he was asked to collect a fixed amount 

from the ~2asants, and any amount in excess ~f what the state 
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tD be collected ~as retained .!. - •• 
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68. Here Polly Hill is referring to Y.B. Usm2n's Ph.D. thesis 

overthrow of the Sar2uta system 2nd the establishment ano 

-_1J7~ Cambridge University press 1977, pp. 8 - 10. 
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Aa4i~a ssausno;JsuoJ 4J~4~ ~'suo;ieraA tefJOs +o ssausnafJSUOJ ,_, 

r :. ,:~~}
1
:i:::~~·rut·)p ·::; ~ ·r J..:::1 ·::i::?~~?fJ'~~ ~-jt{:t

'aJotaia4i •auo tJ;ynJ a4+ sseyJ auo a41 a~ew 
4J;4M sua;ieraA a4i +a aJua4 !seap~ se padseAt 
suo;ietaA 1e;Jatew stueu;wap aqi 'suotietaJ 
[0fAaiew iueufwoµ aqi io UOfSSaJdxa reapJ a4i 
ue4+ aJow buf4+ou aJe seapf tu;rnA a41 ·+; 
ai tJaÇqns aro4~ aqi uo aÀe uo;iJnpoJd re+uaw 
J.t:-·::i u~,.~:1::.~? ~]q} >{ :J-1:.: T Ot{t~!~ a·::~Q~.fl :f.ü ·:; ~-:_;.:::tp T ,?;}~{ l l )Jq l 
os 'uat+1np0Jd reiuaw ~a sueaw a41 S[OAlUOJ 
:;}·::i r ~? ,{ r:;. tf-i:}nb,::>s ~Jü:} !i T ~~i·:~c-d·::; r p ·; ".;. -~: l ~~l U(} -~: l :} i-~fi-~}.,id 

{e~1ai~w to sueaw a4\ se4 \Jf4M sse[J a41 
•aJACJ. [EntJa{{atUt fiU~{nA St{ aW~l awes 0\l 
ie s; lia;Jas io aJJot [0~1ai0w 6ut[nJ a4i s~ 
4J~4M sserJ a41 '·a·; :s~apf Duttn~ a~i 4Joda 
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With the division of society into hostile and antagonistic 

classes hrn~eveF, ideologies assumed a class characteF, ideologies 

Thus foF eiample undeF the slave mode of production, 

the ideology of natural inequality was dominant. 

Under the feudal mode of production, every members of the 

these "rights" are largel; dependent on the position one nrrupie~ 

rights than the peasant or serf. In this sense feudalism is an 

advancement over the slave mode which did not recognise the 

~ 

af nrights", ownership, duties and obligations,~ were essentially 

disguising the exploitative relationship between 

feudal lord and the peasant o~ serf. 

the demise of feudalism and the 

capitalism, brn1rgeois ideology replaced feudal ideology. 

supplanted by bourgeois ideologies af the "equality of rights», 
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rationalised under the guise of ''contract", bourgeois monopoly of 

while the "freedom" of the worker to sale his labour to whoever 

he wants as well as "choose" those who are going to rule him are 

all seen as part of his "inalienable numan rights". 

for example that two ideologies cannot co-exist. 

···"" .. i L~:.:. fJ 

of the old ideology remain within the new one to serve the 

interest of the dominant class. Thus for e~ample, 

Although bourgeois ideology has often taken 
non-religious or anti-religious forms, it 
always leaves a loophole for religic~s and 
cnn t :t nt~ r.:J. J. ;/ cnmt:·~- h-:i ck. te :i t !i \,·:==h:i J. E· :in pE1 f i -;:;d ~:-

r.:. ·ii= c:, t Ç'::fü 
-· ! -· - - •.• 

:~.d1::·e1ogy ê~ 1 {,1 r.~ y ~:. 
r: 

takes the offensive.~ brought to the fore and 

In backward social formations of Africa, Asia and Latin 

the majority peasant populations. 

Whenever a dominant ideology takes its roots, there tend to 

develop a counter ideology challenging the interest of the 

dominant ideology 1s a manifestation of class struggle. 
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th~ peasantr/ has to be seen within the conteit of their isolated 

Insofar as millions of families live under 
economic conditions of existence that separate 
their mode of life, their interests and their 
culture from those of the other classes, and 
put them in hostile opposition to the latter, 
they forma class. lnsofar as there is merely 
a local interconnection among these small
holding peasants, and the identity of their 
interests begets no community, no national 
bc,nd ?.ind nü p-::;:}. :}. t j, C ;j} {)ir·iJ ::'ifl 3. S2; t :i ùn i~f{1ün~~} t hf~·fü !• 

they do not form a class. îhey are 
c01sequently incapable of enforcing 
class interests in their own name, whether 
through a parliament or through a convention. 

;:,. r~ "•l ..... , collection of peasants, 

rla~~ "in itself" as a bunch of "rural 
~. 

.: -1.: -· J. -· H 

.-1.tiJ.t.it~:-

1n a sack forma sack of potato2s" ~ Marx saw the liberation of 

the peasantry as organically linked J. -· tu peasant-proletariat 

alliance, an alliance in which the proletariat provides the 

îo Frantz Fanon, the peasantry especially in backward social 

formations such as in ~Frica, constitutes the most revolutionary 

force. îhis is because the proletariat in Africa was a creation 

and they are seen by the 

'
,•,· •. ·.•'. 1·_·, .''.>,. ('.< ·.·/. ",.· f,•',·<",''.• .).<. •'.',·-_.,<.-·:'!'',,':', ., (_;ï 1 Il - _., .. \ '-• r· J. L, ; ,,.. •-- ... • ' .•• '1 '• ,1 . .: ·- ... - ,- • • .,. r-• J. -• , .. .} . • : - 'j r• 
•• 

1
• ,, 1 i-.. u-..,~..::'!t· ... }· :i- t1i.!.::, 'ft:.''.;'\}J.t:l t.~USJc-if ,'/ },tUtt-;·;1 t.::.,:·i: .. •.:::, 
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guided political action and thirdly fully spontaneous, a morphous 

The independent rl~~s action of thf.-:· 

peasantry is the least recorded political .,.1 ....... . 
t ;:ft:.'fü :: In 

this type of political action, the peasants organise themselves 

independent ~fan external influence and fight their oppressors. 

Such include for example "the "green" m~1ements in Eastern 

Europe, the peasant Unions in Russia 1n 1905 and China rrf 1926, 

the Zapata movement in Mexico etc." 13 

Under the second form of political action, the peasantry 

n ..... 
i:-:H b}' 

forces such as secret societies, and liberation movements like 
., n 

the Chinese Communist Party etc.~~ 

forms viz; riots 8nd passive resistance. Riots are short-lived 

as they &nd up being crushed by the state apparatus of the ruling 

c.1 E~ !;;.:::. :.· Passive resistance which norœally takes the form of 

refusa] to pay taxes or re~usal to obey certain la~s are normallj 

used against a ~Jre powerful enemy that cannot be physically 

lhis type of struggle was effectively used by Gandhi 

in India against the British. 

Although most of these forms of peasant struggles rarely end 

with a revolutionary re-constitution of society at large, they 
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ln the soci&l production of their existence, 
mE,J1 :~.nt:~v·.i.tr.1h}::,' entE:·:=· :intn dr::·f3.n'.i.t,;;:, tt?J;:~tj_ont:.{1 

"hich are independent of their will, namely 
relations of production appropriate to a given 
stage 1n the development of their material 
farces ~f production. The totality of these 
relations of production constitutes the 
f.:·-;::nnom:}. c 
foundation, on which arises a legal and 
pn}:~.ttr.:r.:;} 
C Dt t t::::::.pf)I:d 

Th~ mode of production of 

Narx further contended that; 

determines the position and importance of all 
others, and the relations obtaining in this 
branch accordingly determine the relations of 
all other branches as well. It is as though 
1~1qht n~f ,.:{ pr.(rt3.cu1ï:tJr" hut:· 1t1~f::'~1·r., C!:'i!::-t upecn 
everything, tingering 
modifying their specific 

all other colours 
·f f!.: Ei ·t Ur· f:· ~.;. :, J ,b 

The major advantage of the politica]-econom; approach 1s its 

ability to distinguish between appearance and reality as well as 

to pierce deeper and deeper through successive 
layers rrf phenomena, towards laws ~f motion 
~hich explain why these phenomena evoix; in a 
certain direction and in certain ways.-· 

ln studying a particular cmlntry for example, it might seem 

proper to start with population ttwhich forms the basis and the 

eJaœination however, will reveal that such an approach is 
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misleading. This is because population is an abstraction, a mere 

{!.~h:}. -:::h .i. t classes in themselves 

abstract categories unless the social relations of production 

which characterise the existence of these classes are taken into 

The correct procedure for such an investigation 

1s to start with the most fundamental abstract categories that 

inform the reality and motion of that society 1.e. the inherent 

.,.: .... ·'· 
·i.":!!:1 t 1n it 

Oijtside appearance i.e. population. 

Accordjng to Paul A. Baran, the superiority of the political 

ucapacity and willingness to look beyond the 
immediate observable facts and to see the tree 
of the future 1n the tiny shoots barely 

1n the pFesent. It .1.:::-

combination of historical vision ~nd the 
cmJrage to be utopian with the vision sternly 
disciplined by an analysis of 

Utopia rendered concrete by the identification 
t-D 

r~moving, simplifying assumptions at succ~ssive stages of the 

so that theory may take account of 
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~in which. the present necomes part of ~ 

continuum stretching from a definable past .!. ••• 
tU 

;;~ l-:.nü·i··,èE1b.lf.-: ·futu1:·f:! tn ~{1~hir.:h tomev·rcvf: 3.~. tüdit".i 
extended as a coMjng to be of what potentially 
is, as the further unfolding ~f an already 
existing nFnc~~c taken as a special temporal 
r t:

1
1 ~t t :ion'' ~~·.::~~:· ~- . i •• -· .... 

In applying the political economy approach to this study, l 

shall examine the various forms ~, contradictions that existed 

within the society under study. These contradictirnls will be 

classified into primary and secondary, antagonistic and non 

within the context of concrete materja] interests which underlies 

the social relations ~f production that existed among var1ous 

contradictions are those contradictions J. L. - .J. 
t 5Jc\ t 

feudal aristocrats or between peasants and colonial capital. 

These primary contradictions are antagonistic because they define 

the social relations of production between an oppr~ssed class and 

an oppressor class. They are antagonistic because they cannot be 

resolved peacefull; i.e. the feudal aristocrats cannot give up 

their privileges without any challenge from the peasantry. The 
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materials such as hides and s~ins. îhis contradiction becamP 

internalised ~ith the consolidation ~f colonial rule, a process 

tfi~:-üt\9h fl.:·b:\ ch the entire Nigerian socja] -?{-;tit"f?ié{ t :ion l,;~ i:{ ==· 

articulated into the global capitalist system. 

îhus the dynamics of the Guri social formation ~il] be 

;.·~n H·;} ):1 !?.-{·2d ti:.=:i t h:}.n t h·&:3 CDn "\".{:";·); t o·f t hï~·s.f.:. {:~)fl °t fr L·°\d :t i~ °li DB~=·:: 

'} •'H 
.!-r:L.i THE SET1It·ID 

Guri District is located in the extreme North-Eastern part 

of Kano state. Kano state, formerly Kano province, was created 

:in f'ipt1·:~.1 196fl:: Geographically, the state is lacated between •i -:1Ü 
.S.1.J 

!:{;:;0 h~c-=t th·:• lûr\ ~?~;.:D l··lorth!, ·?0 ,.,ü0 E{;·çs.·t ~tnd 10° ~)~:=C Er.:.:::.t:r 

Kano state is tordered on the West by Katsina stare; on the 

t,o~.~th h;:' \:îr.·1u·:::ht r.tnd f1~E,t}unEt ~:.ti:"{tf:"S-!i Gn ·th<:: Ect~-t b;:= B<:iuchi fAn·d 

Borno states and on the North by Katsina and Borno states and {'c\= - .. 

}":,t·};:~p~:· Rt:· pu h 1 ::~. t: r: Th~?. :;:.tc·1tt:: G{:{:upie~~- r.~51 i:1r·{7..-a ü·f tJ;:; !i (>70:::.q 

~~ 

kilomet~es about 0.7~ ~f Nigeria's land area.~ 0 

During the 26th August 1976 local government reform, k0no 

state was divided into twenty local government authorities. 

îhere is one Municipal Council (Kano) and nineteen loc,;;l 

government cotmcils. fij_:,~tr:~·f:--n r._::·f t\·~r.~:~.,;~: }DCE;.} f:)DVef:-Bffff::1nt~. \ï1l:?.~re 

created out of Kano Emirate and they are Bichi, Birnin Kudu, 

Dabbatta, Dawak\n ~udu, DaMakin Tofa, Dutse, Gaya, Geza~a, 

Dwario, Jahun, Kano municipal, Minjibir, R~no, Ringim, Tudun Wade 

/y~. 
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and Wudil. Two were created out of Hadejia Emirate and the; are 

In "\9F{fi°f N - . -·. :- the Feudal government created 26 more local 

During the 1952 census, the population of Kano state stood 

at 3,350,000. lhis figure rose to 5,775,000 in the 1963 census. 

thE-· 

Prior to 1989, Guri District was under Hadejia local 

However, following the creation of more local 

the District is now under Kirikasamma 

government. Both Guri and Kirikasamfüa are still part of Hadejia 

Emirate. Hadejia to~n is located within 209 kilometres from Kano 

Hadejia Emirate occupies a total land area of 4,lBOsq 

During the 1952 census, the Emirate had a total 

population of 1~8,000. This figure rose to 315,000 during the 

Guri town is located some 50km away from the East of Hadejia 

town. The District had a total population of 20,000 in 1952. In 
1·:=··;i, 

t 'l-b::~. !1 th{:.-:' t·:::-rtE~ J pnpt:; J r.1 t i Gn o·f thr::, Di.~- t t 3. c t {!:~.:~ !::- ::·;/:. ii (}~)ü .-: J. .. z ï~v .... ~ 
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ln trying to locate the forces and contradictions J. '-· ~ J. 
t nr.~ t 

betMeen peasants and aristocrats in Guri District. Secondly, my 

the history and culture of 

D:l.!::-ti,·:i.-;::t,, 

state where feudal aristocrats - peasant relations is still 

The population of 6uri District was projected to be 55,000 

the rate of 1,250 per 
l'"1i""1 
,· 7 

i:u·~ nu~n ,, -.. · 

the projected population of 

this total po0Jlation, I selected a sample of 

respondents thvough purposive sampling technique. The thirteen 

Galdiman (2) Guri(l2) G-Gabas (3) G.Yamama (J) Hadejia (2) Kadira 

choice of respondent was guided by two factors, ;,n. ,;:, -··=--· 

some dating back to the colonial pF/~'" i üd:: 
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1 was able to cFosscheck the authenticity of 

colonial recovds obtained from the aFchives through them. In 

some of the cases 1 was able to interview the victims of 

hv - ·' 

In most of the cases, the choice of those to be interviewed 

~as dcme in consultation with the villagers. 

On the other hand, the choice of class category was based on 

against one class. The table below shows the composition of 

TABLE • • .i ;::ri SAMPLE STRUCTURES 

----------------------------·------------------' 
1. Feudal Aristocrats 

2. Rural Petty Bourgeosie 

5 .. , Pf:-!:.::::.t\n t ;-:-y;; 

~~ ~~i ch pt·i:"1 ~:-F.:n t~:-
b Middle peasants 
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I\ e., :: 4 

5. Lumpen Elements 

6. Nomadic Fulani 

Total 50 

This si?e rrf the sample could be considered small CillDpared 

more information if the sample had been larger. This is because 

villages other than their own. Thus, most of the information 

not mean that I have exhausted all the information obtainable 

·fyum the people, ~hat 1s implied here is that the information 1s 

quite representative of all the c0~P~ 01 1eudal oppression and 

HYP[f"fHFSES 

From the statement of the research problem, I derive the 

follo~ing working hypothesis: 

Guri society typifies tne case of a class 
social formation 1n 

religio-traditional ideology is employed to 
legitim~cy to feudal 

productic~ ~hich are essenti8lly oppressive 
and e~ploitative. 
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ln accordance with this hypothesis therefore, the study seeks to 

1. What role rln~~ religion play in the life of the people? 

2. What is the class structure of Suri and the nature of the 

relations between the different strata? 

4. What are the maln features of property relations in Guri? 

5. What is the relationship between the feudal aristocrats 1n 

Guri and the various apparatus of the modern Nigerian state? 

6. What are the major forms and structures of oppression and 

e~ploitation in Guri? 

From the point of view and from the demands of our working 

oppression 5 e~ploitation, powerbase and 

ideological structure of the feudal aristocracy, the mode of 

OPPRESSIOt·l 

Oppression 1s used in this study to refer to cruel political 

members ~f the aristocracy for their (peasants) inability or 
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refusa] to pay feudal taxes or perform forced and unpaid labour. 

of the surplus and at tim~~ of a part of the necessary labour of 

the direct producers" 

The existence of exploitation shall be established at two 

levels, namely, economic as well as political and judicial 

At the economic level, I shall examine the social 

relations of production that exist among the various classes. 

Thus, all the cases of forced and unpaid labcmr, lm, wages paid 

to labourers etc. shall be cited as the empirical indicators of 

economic exploitation. 

,·.·f 
\ .. \ 1 

r-, .,...-,, 
z:... = L..f 

At the political and judicial levels, all ra~P~ of extortion 

Power base is conceived in this research as the tjpe ~f 

authority invoked to legitimise the domination ~f one class by 

According to Max Weber, there sre ihre~ Daseses for 

<··.'·: !-'· {".·.,·,·.·', .• •. ··,· ·!"! !·-c.• .~ •• ·,.··,· •• • .• ·? ·l.·. ).•· --··,· r11 -.,· ... ·11 •• _·,· •• {.·.·,,~··:- r·.·.,· .1. ,,·:·,· : •. :· r.·., 1,.! 1··; r.,'.· .' •• • •• , •• ::~ ~) ,,:, .. , -~ ,:. ,··,·,·· ... , ,. •.• •, ~ .},. <-. ,-, )I' .:, .,,. ·,. -. :.. \ ...... :"' 1··, ,.,, ~ · - -~· : •,. r 1 • 1 - :·~r., ':.,{,l..•r)C •. i. t."\\.': .. :·:1 .. 1 .:. :./ .:.:;, l.:•t;.,:::,·;.·:.1 
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on the belief in the "legalitj" ~f codified rules and the "right" 

of those in authority to issue comœands. H charismatic authority 

is rooted in the distinctive qualities of the leader on the basis 

traditional authoritj is based on the "sanctity of immemorial 

\ ' " t ' ·,'.'. _;_.·".,·-.•.·.·.·;·,•.·:H , .• ~.~.1 (·~:U '{ {i·D ?1
' 1 "( i \.ln f:{:? ~:· · 

Despite the existence of these distinct forms of authority, 

no authority has been shoMn to have existed independently ln 

isolation from the other authorities. For a particular type of 

authority to be effective it has to be routinised, that 1s to 

say, for a charismatic authority to be effective, it has to be 

rational and legal or vice versa. 

The determinatic~ of the power base of the aristocracy shall 

succession or recruitment into leadership positions. !.. ••• 
':..ft·: 

quo~ the procedures by which legitimisation is accorded or denied 

to an individual or gro~p of individuals occupying certain 

Ideology 1s conceived in this research as a particular way 

of thinking aimed at rationalising and justifying a particular 
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socio-economir and political relationship that is dominant in a 

particular social formation. The ideology of the ruling class 

provides the intellectual basis of holding down the oppressed 

The determination of the ideological basis of feudal power 

be made through the establishment of the -::nncr1:,te 

relationships which exist between the abstract ideas and the 

This could be seen 1or example at the level of production where 

various forms of tithe are collected from the peasantry after 

A mode of production is "an articulated combination of 

relations and forces of production structured by the dominance of 

"Within this dialectical unity, relations of 
production represent the social form of the 

and is dependent on 
p~od~ctive foFces, their nature and level of CODESRIA

-LI
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p{·:·c-: p} f!: :- ;:'çr) r,·._-:_l,··.",· €; ~'1:·:'<·t,·.~·.·._:_·,"._~_:.'_,_, ·,=_:'. ;,:_~ ~-~ c.·,·-~~.-. ~1-~· 3~~?' pt:: cd' t h·E" f{:E .. ~~:n ~. . · . \ _ ., ~ , .. 

RE· 1 i:·~ t i. {:-.n !::. f':='f p~1·odu {~ tJ on "2. ~:·f:- t hi?. ::.nci i:'i 1 ~fc-:~:·m 
of pfoduction through which people appropriate 
the abject of natufe. In their unity Mith the 
productive forces, relations of production 

The totalitr of the production 
relations of a given mode of prcduction are 
the economic base of societr that 

::: :;::: f ,s-~,-r;::~:::: ;;;n ::: pr:r· ~'.:.·:: r· tic·.::::;:-.~·;'. 8I{ in fJ 

In determining the social relations of production ln Suri, 

we shall examine the various classes interms of their ownership 

produced. Far example, most ~f the peasants possessed the lands 

on which they earn a living, however, most of what they produced 

was taken a~ay from them by the feudal class through vaFious 

SimilBrly, even among the 

'?f:.•. 
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their labour with the rich peasants. The poor peasants produce 

very little a substantial part of which went into paying taxes. 

ln or1er to survive, the poor peasant has to sell his labour 

power to the rich peasants. So, the pm)r peasant is essentially 

facing double exploitation at the local level. On the one hand 

he 1s exploited b; the feudal aristocrats through 

exactions and on the other by the capitalist farmer through the 

Cl ASSES 

According to Lenin: 

In 

Nc]asses are large grm1ps of people differing 
from each other b; the place they occupy in a 
hi!::. te11

• .i. r. r;:~}.} y {}f:~t-:::f·mj_ n l::-d :.:-}' E:. t-:?H"r -:-J·-f p~=·c,du c tj_ ûn :, 
by their relation (in most cases fixed and 
·fe~'"mu} i:"t tt::.·d 3. n J. i?;î(r) to th!~ m{:·an ~:. c·f· psi-·odu c·t i ·Dn ~· 
by their role in the social organis~tion of 
labour, and consequently, by the dimensions ~f 

social wealth of which 
dispose and mc~e of acquiYing it. Classes are 
groups of people one of which can appropriate 
·t hf:'.' 1 i:\ hfrt~ ~l' n·f r.~r,-::~t ~·~t?11

• {)\1;\i nq te t ht:":' d :i. ·f~f+;:,j··f::n t 

identified: members of the feudal aristocracy, the rural 

bourgeoisie, the peasantYy, rural labourers Gr proletariat and 

finally lumpenelements. CODESRIA
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The feudal aYistocrats are al] those who belong to the royal 

administrative machine of the District. All the land and its 

resources within their area of jurisdiction supposedly belongs to 

th,:~m:: In 

individuallj possess lands and they could dispose of 1nem. 

Members of the feudal rla~~ do not engage in prmjuction and 

hence they live uf·f the labmlr of the ruYal populace. 

of palace schol~rs ("allams), judges (Alkalai), forestry officers 

(Mallaman Da31;, Sanitary officers (Nallaman Tsabata), merchants, 

police etc. members of this class also do not engage in 

lhe third in the hierarchy is the peasantry. 

the majority of the population. Nembers of this rl~~~ 

only own lands but they also engage in production. The peasantry 

itself can be divided inta three categories. The first category 

consists of the rich peasants. The rich peasants engage wage CODESRIA
-LI
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Members of this class often form gangs and engage in such thins 

example, they sel] energy giving drugs to the peasant farmers and 

hallucinating weeds like marijuana to the youth. 

The material for this study was collected through three 

In view of the fact that the majority of the people in the 

interview schedule drawn up in English and translated to the 

people also helped. 

research problem to the respondents in their first language. 

in a magazine that is noted for its anti-feudal stance. So they 

.,. 
.$. might use the information to eœbarrass them. 

However, some of them later cooperated on the condition that 
CODESRIA
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their identity would not be disclosed. 

u r.:.r·c\,' Il .. r .~ the gcwernment or ;, L. ~· 
t ~H::· 

(Sarakuna). However, after disclosing my true identity and what 

l wanted the information for, most of them cooperated. S81e of 

i:,,-:cv·inn 
-· ..• ! ..... ·: .. 

The general problems encc~ntered during the process rrf the 

.,. 
l 

substantial part rrf the data I needed. 

~bst of the interviews took place in the houses of the 

have been recorded on tape. 

2:: 32 AHCMIVF!l SülJRCES 

The Archival data for this research were collected from four 

major institutions. These are; the National Archives, Kaduna, 

Arewa House, Kaduna, the Document section of the Kashim Ibrahim 

Research Scheme of the Department of History, Faculty of Arts and 

Social Sciences (FASS), A.B.U., Zaria. 
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The data from the Archives are largely colonial dealing with 

and quarterl; reports from various 

prDvinces, memoranda and correspondence, pertaining to econom1c, 

political, social, and legal matters. îhere are also reports of 

Being colonial, these data are biased towards justifying colonial 

class against the peasantr;. ln extreme fR~P~, the colonial 

reacted by deposing those traditional rulers 

activities were ~e~,, to be undermining colonial rule. Such cases 

The shortcomings of the colonial data notwithstanding, they 

provided me with concrete cases of oppression and exploitation 

checked nv the information collected ~- ,: 

A lot of secondary d2ta were consulted foF this research. 

This type of data were not only infoFmative but ~lso ideo}ogical. CODESRIA
-LI
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They were inforaative 1n the sense that the; provided me with a 

knowledge of various cases of oppression ..... . J 
tHH.i 

characteristic of feudalisa in various parts of the World at 

different points intime. They are ideological because some of 

them justified the relationship between the oppressed and the 

oppressor as a relationship of mutual benefit while others were 

to such relationship on the ground that 

exploitative. Such data include published and un-published works 

In I 

information collected. 

The sorting Glt ~f the data involved three processes viz, 

(1) establishing the category af information desired from the 

tht:·:·· 

Unde~ categorization rrf the info~mation 9 the data was 

divided into two l.e. those pert~ining to oppression and those on 
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the information, proceeded to edit 

The 2b1t1ng involved the removal DT all irrelevant 

For example, during the interview, ;. ! .. -· t ! ~-~::· 

respondents made appeals to government to provide employment ·for 

their children, electricity for their villages etc. îhe; cited 

and quantitative. .}.} .. -· 
t jh"::· 

q~a!itative j~ta runs through all the chapters. The quantitative 

data are largely to be found in the fourth chapter which deals 

w1tn the case study. îhe data 1s presented in tabular form with 

the var1ous variables measured by the number of respondents 

g1v1ng a set rrf responses. 
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eci. b; Talcott parsons. The free press, New York Collier 

publishers 1981, p.226. 

iJ ·1· 
r.f:: j, :: 

publishers Moscm~ ·i ::~: "'.i ·::· .,. .. .. .· ~· 
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th2 religious ideology .,., ..... }. 

·i.5f!:\i. 

On the basis of these histoFical types, I dismissed 

formation of Kano and by extension Hausa states, are not feudal. 

applie~ to the pre-colonial formation of Hadejia and ;. : .. ... 
tH~ .. 

institutional changes that followed the colonial conquest of the 

Prior to the Islamic Jihad of Usman Danfodio which occurred 

between 1aoq - 1808, the entire area occupied by Hadejia Emirate 

was under the control of the Ga)ft~im~ (a fief holder) D7 Borno 

the King (Nai) of the Kanem-Borno Empire. 

chiefdoms of Hadejia, Auyo, Garin Gabas, Gatare, Kazura, Fagi, 

·1 

.f}~{,·Jt:;~i }\1!:i~:-mr.~!i i:~:=id rdtyEi[iE .. :i.\ {(:f?."(ï·;' ·fi.t:t~=- e·f ths.:: Gi:\lëid,im~~- o·f Bü:='"nü:: 

Borno. The nature and the amount paid as tribute varied with the 

resources available to the peasants and tne ~i?~ of 

includ~ grains, cotton products, horses and slaves. 

.J.J .• _, 
t f jÇ·:.' 
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Chiefdmo paid ~ne amount expected of it annually. 

th~·· 2-~.~ç; h 

expeditions in which the army of the Gal~(ima carried away large 

1•;. 

tD pi:-opr--1=-t:;.:J.: ~- On the other hand, if it was an individual 

defaulted cm tax, his property was CDnfiscated. 

individual concerned had no property, he was imprisoned with hard 

In the alternative, such an individual might be tied to 

> i f l ~ f -:.·,'· :·.·,··. -·.·,. --':. ',···1·~~ a s~aKe ano s~arvea ~o .. 

The 18th century Borno empire "consisted of Borno proper, 

the petty chieftaincies to the South and West, the nomadic clans, 

the vassal states of Kanem 5 Zinder, and Bagirmi and the tributary 

~.-•,_·,:_·,·.·,:~.·~-- ,,-•• ,.~.~ !,f,,_:,-•,-,.,·.·., .. :, v,?.·,~·-·."···.i.•.,_.·--·,· .•. ?,~.•.:;' .·,, .. ····1·,··_i._,_~._"q •. ~--·~A Prw · · ·-- _,_ r0_ ., - • _,._ • H~arl ,rœo ~0,n0 prupeFJ 

i.e. the territory inhabited by Kanuri speaking peop1e, all areas 

administered thrmlgh their local Chiefs under the superv1s1on of 

a resident representative of the Ma\. ln the case of Hadejia and 

all the surrounding villages, the representative ~f the Na)_ 

The Borno ruling class did not interfere with the political 

structure of those tribute paying states. The tribute paying 

states elected their leaders and notified Borno ~f 

The relationship between Borna and these states was 
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largely economic. To the extent that they paid their annual 

interna} affairs of small chiefdoms like Hadejia. 

Four major classes could be identified in pre-jihad Hadejia 

viz; Kanuri. and Habe or Hausa aristocrats, the peasantry, the 

nomadic Fulani and the slaves. 

The Kanuri ruling class did not reside in Hadejia, rather, 

in Nguru, a predominantly Kanuri 

administered Hadejia thrm1gh their H~be rulers. 

The peasants live 1n the surrounding villages. The produced 

primarily for subsistence and the surplus was expropriated by the 

The Fulani, unlike the peasants, are pre-dominantly nomadic 

people. They survive by rearing livestock. They move from place 

groups; the bush Fu]ani (Fulanin Daji) and the town Fulani 

(Fulani gida). The former g~oup are nomadic while the later are 

serve as the ideologues of the Jihad of Usman Danfodio. With the 
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emirate state structure as bureaucrats ~n: judges (Alkalai). 

The rl~~~ struggle in Pre-jihad Hadejia was therefore 

nomadic Fulani and the slaves. 

pastoralists was largely based on the excessive demands made on 

the pastoralists by the ruling class. This demand took the fonn 

of cattle tax (Jangali) which was irregular. The nomadic Fulani 

were made to pay about 5,000 cowries per herd of cattle in one 

instance. The fact that for example a nomad had paid the Jangalj_ 

the King of Marma (Sarkin Narma) once he entered his territory. 

The Fulani responded 

exploitation by the ru1ing class in two ~ays, either they 

restricted themselves to one territory under the domain of a 

particular ruler or th2y violent]; attacked and rabbed the 

îte contradictions between the peasantry and the ruling 

class was based on three major issues, namely, forced labour, the 

exaction of tribute and the conscription of their children into 

Peasants mostly reacted to the 
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exploitation by changing their loyalty. They migrated en mass 

mJt of the domain of any oppressive ruler. In the alternative, 

all the smaller Chiefdoms mobilised themselves and fought the 

Contradictions existed between slaves and slave-owners. 

Nost of these slaves were prisoners of war. They were mened 

mostly by the members of the aristocracy and some very ~ew rich 

peasant families. The slaves were largely used to cultivate 

lands and sm1e of them were integrated into the army. 

these slaves ended up being absorbed into the families of their 

owners. Some palace slaves who have distinguished themselves in 

or administration n'7i:1.:-pn 
:.\"". -··· }. ). kr.: 

The commonest form rrf protest 

slaves 1n this area Mas desertions. 

The Fulani quite often deliberately allowed their 

animals to eat the crops ~f the peasants. 

especially when there were no good pasture around. 1ne peasants 

most of the time reacted violently and the Fulani who were 

usually armed, killed the peasants. This contradiction exists to 

this da; and as we shall see 1n the next chapter, the aristocrats 

fan the embers of disunity between the peasants and the 

The frequent clashes between 1hcsc two rla~~P~ 
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The Fulani as 1 have earlier observed, were a property 

owning classas a result rrf which they were subjected to constant 

harassment and extortion by the Habe (Hausa) ruling class. By 

Hadejia, the Fulani, under the leadership ~f Harda Abdure created 

a big settlement a short distance east of Hadejia town proper. 

With the growth in the population of the Fulani settlement, the 

Fulan.i. (lit. King of the Fulani) for them. Thus Hardo Abdure was 

B; 1804, the news of the emergence af Usman Danfodio had 

Hardo Abdure mobilised all the Fulani and 

With the death of Hardo Abdure in 1805, his son Umaru was 

Umaru called all the Fulani leaders within Hadejia territory for 

told the Fulani leaders .;.} •••• • 1. 
t 5{1;·; t :in 

~hich he saw a bright light which started from the West and 

passed thrrn1gh Hadejia but he did not see the light extending to 

the Northern part of Hadejia10 • Umaru's intention 1n that 

~revelation" was to discourage the remaining Fulani who were 
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control of Hadejia. At the same time 5 Umaru declared Hadejia 

independent uf Borna. 

As was the case in most Hausa states, the Jihad in Hadejia 

was largely a revolt of an oppressed Fulani community against 

their Ha~e oppressors and there was nothing religious about it, 

except that the Jihad used religion as an ideology. If anything, 

peasant population. Up to 1aqo, the Fulani rulers in Hadejia 

were not interested in agriculture as they lived mainly by 

brigandage and plunder. For any Fmi~ of Hadejia to gain 

were mostly of servile origin, he had to show interest in leading 

raids into villages. For example, the 8th emir yf Hadejia, 

Umaru, who ruled from 1862 - 65, was deposed and driven out of 

Hadejia for his inability to lead raids into towns and villages. 

The extortionist and plunderous tendencies of the rulers of 

from l84B - 1850 and also from 1851 - 62. 

Oral tradition in Hadejia has it that right frLlft the time 

before Buhari was born 5 his father~ Sambo, had once visited Shehu 

Usman Danfodio in Sokoto. Samba saw that all the children in the 

Shehu's house were afraid of him. On asking the Shehu for the 
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summoned the parties involved and made peace between them. 

,).1, •••••• 
t Uc~ ~-

reported to the village head who either solved them or referred 

On hand, offences such 

the title holders from the ward heads up to the emir acted both 

as administrators and as judges. Unlike the emirates o·f Kano and 

Zazzau which had established separate courts under 

(Alkalai) who presided over cases, for instance in Hadejia the 

StJ[:Ci=SSI iJt,~ At·HJ DEPDSITiüt•.J 

Succession to positions of authority, especially to that of 

On the death or deposition of an emir, his eldest son 

usually succeed him. In Hadejia, this procedure for appointing 

new emirs was not always adhered to. On th~ee occasion unpopular 
•} .. , 

candidates manipulated themselves into power.J 1 In one of these 

precipitated a civil war among the people. 
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Similarly, on the death of Buhari in 1863~ his son Umaru, 

with the active support of the leadership of the army imposed 

himself as the emir of Hadejia. Although Umaru was a rightful 

successor af Buhari, Haru Babba the junior brother of Buhari 

WDU1 d hë~vE· bf:,t::··n f~~oi·· r-:· 1:, pptop ri ë'i°tt:· !t cnn~:.i=. dt~~;' j_ nq h~1 !.:- e:!.: pf::r :!. f:r: et::· t1nd 

po~Jlarity among the people. Riot was not possible because 

nobody wanted to face the deadly soldiers of Umaru. Thus 1n 

{itd {·::·v· t<::: {JE·t i:-id n·f Um;;·~rt-~ :i th·t:· H.t.h .. :J....Œtf:tL ~,:Jhü \.::~-:::·~;·f: -:.:~ppo~.-:::-d tü }--;im:i 

led by Haru Babba, caused disaffection between Ufüaru and his 

Sü}di.E·r·~:-:: The emir was told that there ~as a plan to kill him 

and that the plot was being hatched b; Tatagana the leader of the 

:::.o} d :if::· t ~:. ,: Umaru believed everything ï:ind thu~- n~rdt?r·t:~d th{::' 

execution of Tatagana. After getting rid of Tatagana,Jaji, the 

second in command was also accused of planning to kill the emir 

and was similarly killed. Civil war broke out among the soldiers 

!:-\nG m;:,nv ........ ., o·f th{-:: t:·f:: :i i1
• 

1 s. ~:.t~-=·onq mf.::n =:!1~r.-:·r·f: kt.l}t:·d:: 

t-·::-?tt·Jt' ~!{?t. tinq r:td t)-f ë·ï11 hi::. 5:.tr-c::nçJ fùE··n ~ r,rn:i 'r' UmE;ftt ~Ji:."1~:. 

r=f:"i:-sti i:\d E·d b;:: i:1}}. the H{°:'i ~--:.:~. m~ j_ t{j q {:! ·f üf' !:~ ~=- t ~ .. C-=.1. J. { ~-~:i J. :i. ~:, i~ ) f.::{.~ t ~:. i c~ r:-: 

the walled town of Hadejia. Many people accompanied the emir on 

thf-: k:t }._:i. se~_-·: The emir was infront t..::n{i everybady followed h :~. {::~ ·j= ~:- D!n 

b-::-:,h:ind:: Before Umaru could notice it, most of the people had 

deseFted him, he was left with few people, and all the gates ~, 

Hadejia were closed against them. That was how Umaru was deposed 

1n 1865 and Haru Babba Nas made the emi~ af Hadejia. 

1 ()".::-: 
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reserved for soldiers who distinguished themselves 1n war. 

all offices were the prerogative of the emir and eligibility ~as 

attached to that very office and to the extent that a title 

holder performed ~ell, he retained his position for life. 

E:r;Cf.·:pt at the village level, the peasants d.i.d 

p~rticipate in electing any title holder. At the village level, 

however, the peasants elect the village heads and the ward heads 

The peasants in Hadejia emirate have never on their own 

rioted against the feudal s;stem in general. They only removed 

oppressive and dictatorial village heads or protested against the 

activities ~f certain title holdeFs like the messengeFs (Jakadu) 

c:o110:·c t\·?d - ï ·1 
t{ _{ .~ religious ta~es. 

took sides with the candidates of their choice. 

In 

The family had remained the primarj unit of production 1n 

pre-colonial Hadejia. Thus mcst of the land was cammunally 

Theoreticallj however, the entire land within Hadejia 
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individuals and families could dispose rrf theiF lands at Mill. 

Hence peasants bought and sold lands. 

place within the conteit of the household farm (Gandu plu. 

Gandaye) especially in the aFeas inhabited by the Hausa, while 

areas inhabited DY the Kanuri and Bade practised a combination ~f 

Gandµ and individual systems of pFoduction. 

farmland OF cœ1tinue as a member of the Gand~. Most members of 

the Gandµ owned small farmlands which they cultivated and the 

proceeds from which •ere 2ccumulated individually. 

In a situation where most members of a famil; opted out of 

families r~mP together and helped each other during farming 

and/or harvest periods. The GaJ~~ was also practised at the 

village lev~l where able bodied men in the village combine forces 

execute communal projects. 
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essential difference between the two systems 

production is that while the Gandu system 1s limited to 

family and in -uw~ c~scs the entire community was involved. 

Apart from the family and communal forms of labour, there 

~1~n existed slave, client and wage labmJr {Kodago) as well as 

Slave labc~r was largely employed by two major classes, 

which were cultivated by a combination of slave and peasant 

corvee labour. With the territorial expansion of Hadejia in the 

late nineteenth century, the slaves were increasingly drafted 

the army while the peasants were saddled with 

Un 

participating in agriculture, they also participated in manj 

•ho offered "free 0 l~bour to theiY patrons. 
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society and payment was mostly made in kind. Each year after the 

harvest, the peasants were subjected to varlous forffis of taxation 

harvest. In order to survive~ they sold their labour to the rich 

the rich peasants n ~~·~::,·-f 1::: t=· 
l"' '" ...•. 

~f pa;ment by debtors to •age labour (Kadago). 

that the poor peasants were required to provide 1ree labour for a 

specified period of time, depending on the amount of grain he 

After say two or three da;s of free labour 

interest after the harvest. 

The last form of production was share-cropping. This type 

of production was largel; undertaken by strangers to the local 

Such str2ngers were usually given plots of land on 

As st2ted in chapter one~ th2 ideology of the feudal rl~~~ 

/ 
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Within the authority structure, the leader of the faithful 

as "the possessor of the power of administer the death penalty" 

l /'\ .. 0 N , 0 .: ••• ·.:·· ,·.·,', •i••,, 1,.·,·, c·,• ·,·,· ,, J. a {".! !', •
0
, !_-, .. [':, ~_·., ,r, •• ,-•'."", ,· ,_'', •\·_',• -',.·, ._•,··., ' •• ··,.· -__ ;, ,'.'·,' - PO N !' t'" t•• '! .: ,,. N N\• .: f' •O 1,::,c-::ff·:.:..~J '. r.-~., · ·• -~.!::· ::·t.i Ul.'},,.i:_i1:\"i. . .!,_Hf 

The material reflection of this ideology can be seen within 

the context of the religious taxes, chief ammig which was the 

;ayka\ extracted from the poor peasants by the aristocrats. In 

(sura 9:103) it is stated that "take alms of . . . 
l f::f.·:~1 F 

wealth where with you may purify and sanctify them", and in sura 

9:60, it is stated ualms are for the poor and the needy and those 

been recently reconciled, and those 1n slavery, and those ln 

~1·.~:'":.J. V ..... , 

livestock such as camels, cm,s, sheep and goats, on farm produce 

duty of the state is to ensure the collection of Zakk~\ from the 

rich for distribution to the poor. In practice however, the 

aristocracy in Hadejia made the payment af Zakka\ an obligation 

the entire peasantry. ~-::v . .. , thf.·? 

messengers (Jakadu) from the peasants and shared among the 

members of the aristocracy. 19 
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When the British took over power, they allowed the emirs to 

Later the Zafka\ was paid directly to the British through the 

1911, . the emirs continued to collect it throughout the colonial 

The aristocrats claim that all the land within the confines 

of an emirate belongs to the ~ili~r Mho in turn allm,ed the 

peasants to use it as a gift. On the basis of this claim~ the 

taxis different from Zakka\ because while Zakka\ 1s a religious 

proletarianised and became rural labourers (yan kodago). In 

- ·1 ·1 
t:i.:i.J. 

essentlally a general poll tal. 

J.1. (} 
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Other forms of feudal taxation include levies on irrigated 

levied on all occupational groups, ranging Trom craftsmen to 

Of all these taxes, the taxon livestock (Jangali) 

remained one of the most lucrative. ln addition to paying the 

had to pay taxon their livestock. 

were collected by the 

representatives (Wakilai or Jakadu) of the territorial or 

District heads (Hakimai). Most of these Waki)ai. extorted the 

peasantry by making higher demands than what they were officially 

In addition these Wa\ilfi. stole some ~'",: ;:~ ;;:· ·f 1 ...... .. 

what they were expected to bring. îhe amount collected by the 

the remainder was sent to the emir ~ho accumulated all the taxes 

In J. ,_ - ..• -· 
t ;: ft:.--~:-t.' ~1 the Sarki was entitled tn 

share of the booty that was collected from military campaigns. 

The emir also has a share in the wealth and property of any of 

his title holders on their death. The emir also collected title 

money (\udin sarauta) frwn those people who were Qiven titles. 

Death duties were also levied on the estate of rich people on 

'! ·:. -~ 
-1..1 ... 1. 

/ 
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culture of the people and the relationship between the ideology 

that the people do. 

'1.i' i·.:, ,-:.: fr • 
' ••••• :-0 religious festivals i.e. id~ 

after id-a)~fjt~. On each of these occasim1s, the people pay 

homage to the leaders and offer them gifts in kind. 

to those who uffered thcm gifts. Most of ceremonies 1n the 

society have religiaus flavour and are influenced by religious 

All marriage and naming ceremc~ies were presided 

over by Islamic scholars (Mallamai) who are also the ideologues 

against diseases, evil spirits, and enemies. Thus both children 

waists or necks. The Mall~mai. also gave charms for fortune 

especially to traders and merchants. Before people make long 

as to œhether there is luck (sa'a) in the journey cr nat. The 

.;. ~. ~· 
t i it:/ th{•:•:·· thf.-:·· 

f~um whc~c to sta~t the journey. 
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activities mentioned above, the Mallamaf. lived very well as they 

To control the institution of mental production, access to 

Islamic education was made difficult. Most members of .;. 1 •• ·-
~- !H::' 

were ignorant of the very religion they 

practising. The cœ1tent ~f the Ju~~a~ was interpreted to them by 

the Ma)lamai. In this way, the religious texts were interpreted 

J. ! ..... t ,.ït:·· 

British West African Frontier Force in 1906. The reason was that 

the British had expected peaceful submission from 

following the defeat of Kano in 1903 and the subsequent defeat ~f 

the neighbouring states of Bauchi and Katagum. 

îhe year 1906 in which Hadejia was conquered also saw the 

beginning «f the entrenchment ~, the colcmial state.22 

It was also he year in which a systematic attempt ~as. 

Nigeria divided the count~y into administrative units. The 
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Southern 2nd Western regions. Each region was divided into 

province subdivided D:~. v·i ~ .. :i nn s 

were divided into · Districts and each District divided into 

villages, with the smallest administrative units being the wards. 

Each of the regions was headed by a Lieutenant-g~1ernor who 

was responsible to the governor-general in Lagos. The provinces 

were headed by the residents who were auswerable to the 

Lieuten~nt-governors. The divisions were headed by British 

Divisional ~fficers (D.O's) assisted by Assistant Divisional 

officers (A.D.O's). 

ln accordance with the spirit of "indirect rule", the pre-

colonial indigenous political structure was articulated into the 

new colonial structure with some limited and insignificant 

autonomy for the traditional local leaders. 

especially in areas wheYe the offices ~f chiefs were non-eiistent 

as a result ~f which the British appointed nonentities and 

village idiots as paramount chiefs. This act of destabilising 

the political structure ~f democratically segmented 

formations was popularly opposed and rejected especially in the 

Eastern part of the country until imperialist violence silenced 

At the local level~ the emir was assisted by a judicial 

/ 
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:;1• .. : 

!/>' 
·-J. 

;.:;;; ; 
·-"c . .-:.. 
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In the discharge of his duties, the Emir could issue orders 

to the District head (Hakimai) independent of the resident and/or 

District officers so long as such orders did not run counter to 

British interest in Nigeria. As Lugard put it "the authorit; of 

an alien creed does not absolve a native from the obligations .l -· tu 

The above provision not ~ithstanding, the powers of the emir 

were limited by the following instruments:-

1. Native rulers were not allowed to raise and control armed 

forces or to grant permission to carry arms. 

2. The sole right to impose taxation in any form was reserved to 

the colonial state and that the peasantry Mas "free" of 

other exactions whatsoever (including unpa1ct labour). 

•. "i ï 
;:-\_-!_ 3, 

J. The right to legislate was reserved mainly for the central 

Nm1ever, the Native Administration (W.A.) can 

also legislate provided that such a legislation has J. t .... 
\.lH:.' 

approval of the governor. 

q_ The right to appropriate land for public purposes and for 

cmnmercial requirements was vested in the governor. In 

this provision allowed 

J. J. / 
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representatives of the Governor-general at the lnr~l levels) 

to allocate lands to the local populace under their rule. 

right of confirming the successor to a r h 1 i:·:-f ;::_ h -~ r-: 
•••••••• -· • -· ..... F" 

bf the 0?0ple and that of deposing any rulers for misrule and 

,.,.I,{.,-.... .... ;:, .. ! .. ,-·'·i··li ll'":'•1 _ ....... ,.. ,,··r.· .. ,_., .. ,.,,-,,, ... j ,,.·.,·.·.·'. .!! •• !,.!!·· .• ·, ,·.·,''····.,··.· .. ,•,· .. ·,·,·:r,·,·,·,•· .. ,·;·:· .. ,~)J. ·u :.)H::1 r !:~t?i::· .jti~:! ':.:-:: \ :', t.r.-it'\~::.-ï::· ,·~·Li.::- r t-:-·:::-:.:•r ·~·::-:·\.. . -·· • 

lo ensure their cmRplete loyalty to the colonial state, - '} '\ 
ti .::. J. 

em1rs were made to swear as follows during their installation 

I swear in the name of God, well and trulj to 

·r·r 
_t i. depending on whoever 

œonarch of Britain) and his/her representative 
Governor of Nigeria an~ the 

the Governor, and 
Lieutenant-govevnov, pvovided that they are 
not contrary to my religion, and if they are 
so contrary l will at once inform the Governor 
th~!·{H.t'iJh thf~ F1t-·!~.3.dl:~ni:r: I ~.4:}.J} {~h~:;,r3.::.h in m)1 
heart no treachery or dislo;alty, and l will 
rule my people with justice and 
partiality. And as l carry out his oath so 
may God judge me. 0

~ 

the Native Administration (N.A.) in Hadejia functioned first to 

maintain law an~ order for imperialist exploitation and secondlj 

to protect and perpetuate the interest of the ruling class. 

The process of consolidating the colonial stat2 in Hadejia 

was effected at two broad levels v11; bureaucratie and economic. 
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At the bureaucratie level, all recalcitrant and disloyal 

local hureaucrats were systematically weeded out through outright 

deposition and other forms of punishment. For example, in 1920, 

.... , .... , 
::"11} dt·:·pr:-:::.r.~·d ·1-=-r:=f'' ~-:-::>;·tn~1·t:iün i:ind {-~mb{:=.1:t:J:1F:·m-:::5·5t::~J: .. \ In th:::, ~~.;;;mf .. i yt:12;r·.:; 

Chorugo, an uncle to the emir of Gumel then under Hadejia, was 

• J ' :. ... , .. . •. 1·· (-· ·t .,. • • • l . .'). ·1.' •• _--· •• + .. _;_._ ,• .. -. ,·.-,.·, '' -~~ t~ Juuge tHl~B~lJ o·.· 0ume~ Trom aom1n1s~2r1ng , .. .1.1.. -· 
-;. !it·: 

f
·,',·. ,' .• ·., :'··., .,,,·.··.:,' : ;;; ;=_:: ·r .... ·1 i'", "1 '"~ J. ~-- ,.. i'-. 1 .• • : ••• ... ••• .. ).>ï" }. ?:' -~ .:· ;t ' .. Sir::· !...-ts.::. 1 i.J::Hi:"'i 

fined 10 pmJnds for extortion and embezzlement and he was later 

îh2s2 punjshment served two objectjves. 

to make the traditional rulers aware that even thmigh they 

to the colonial state whose interest they must protect. 

monetised and disarticulated. First of all the British insisted 

did not only render the co~rie •hjch served as the medium ~f 

exch~nge useless b~t also com02lled Nigerians to wo~k foF the 

colonial state and/or British mining firms. 

local textile industry. Prior to colonial domination, the 
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Hadeji2 are2 was one ~f the major cotton producing centres 

supplied the textile industries in ~ano with raw materials. Thus 

to destroy the textile industry, the colonial state promoted the 

production rrf groundnut. This was done through campaigns, 

cultivation for local textile industries. 

followed by another when the colonial state introduced 2 

"superior" cotton variet; mainly used and suitable only for 

machines in Europe. 

To ensure the cru1plete elimination of the local cotton sccj 

l. In any District where the so-called superior variety was 

distributed, it was forbidden to grow the local variety. 

the roots of the local cotton variety .r. ;~ ... !. 
i.H~ t 

might nave been planting 1n lne previous ye~rs were dug-up 

·1· .~. 
}, t w~s an offence to mix foreign and local 

"Any person who co~ftits any 

five shillings or to 
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imprisonment, on a second conviction to a fine 
of 10 shillings or 11 days imprisonment, and 
for subsequent 0~1ences to a fine rrf cme pcrund 
c,~1

• t-D -:::=nE mGr1th5 5.mpr·.i.~~.on«if.~·nt'J::~? 

To kill the local leather industry, special slaughter houses 

were created Mhere all goats, sheep and cows were slaughtered 

especially in the urban areas. ln this way the centralisation of 

hides and skin production was ensured and exported to Britain. 

The class struggle that ensiud in Hadejia during the 

colonial state, foreign capital, the feudal aristocrats and the 

The contradictions between the colonial state and the 

peasantry was largely centred around the issue~, forced labouy 

and taxation. Under the Nigerian Defence (Cmkpulsory National 

Service Essential Minies Northern Province) Regulation ~~mber 23 

of l942, it was common to consciipt peasants to work 1re~ of 

Hadejia Emirate participated actively in the construction of the 

railway between Kano and Nguru. Similarly, all roads, schools, 

courts, dispensaries and other colonial infrastructures 1n 

Hadejia were largely built thrc~gh forced labour. Although the 

colonial records claim that the labour of all those Who were 
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state the contrary. For example in 1924, the Tafida of Hadejia 

was dismissed from office for embezzlement of public works 

cmlld not remembeF a single day when they were paid foF working 

on public infrastructures. The truth is that the îafidan Hadejia 

who handled the payment swindled the money. 

Every year, village heads were instructed to provide a 

specific numbeF rrf people who worked on the various tin mining 

areas of Kano and Jos. 

obnoxious taxes through the unpopular poll tax (Haraji), Janoali. 

Native Liquor tax, fishing tax (kudin su), 0~m~ tax (kudin 

These oboxious taxes formed the bone of contention 

between the peasantry and the colonial state. 

rioted or they defaulted on payment of these taxes. For example 

his people refused to 

occurred in some parts of the Northern Region. 

people of Dawakin Tofa in Kano province, specifically the 

villages rrf Dan2abuwa, Yanoki, Bagwai, Dumbulum and Weri openly 
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defied piying a]l taxes. The village head of Dumbulum wd~ chased 

also killed all the three messengers of the emir sent to collect 

such taxes. The œessengers were killed after the e~piration of a 

three day ultimatum served on them to leave the village. The 

British responde~ by destroying the village .... .. i 
!':-\1i tf 

Jll"\ 

p{;;·e p:} i~.; J: .,..} .r.: 

ln 1911, the Chamba in Adamawa also refused topa; the taxes 

British also killed many Chamba people. 43 Similarly, the Bura 

people not only refused to pay their tax but also beat up their 

District head and killed the policeman as ~ell as the three 

village heads who accompanied the District head. 44 

The class struggle between the peasan1ry 2nd foreign capital 

in H2dejia was informed by three ma3or contradictions. 

First of all the peasantry was forced to grow a particular 

production were not the major pre-occupation of the peasantr; in 

.. t .. : '\ -· 
':/.:f ~ 13. S. t:..t 

.. -,;:, 1 ·1.1 , .. ·:~ .:. / 

the latter was primarily produced 
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textile guilds and surplus was exported to Kano. The predominant 

.~ !;-•• , ... 
:. : ~;:: 

The fish was sold to traders from both Kano and .. ,: ..... 
i ::-if 

Asi2able number of the population - •; •H -• ~-;.;:. ::-Cl 

engaged in rafia mat weaving. 

only were Guri and Hadejia made to specialise 1n groundnut and 

cotton production but the rafia mat and the weaving industry ~2~e 

forced to produce w ___ not good for local weaving because it was 

too ~ufi. Peasants responded tG ihi~ colonial imposition either 

by refusing to produce what the colonial state had wanted them to 

produce or by refusing to offer their commodities for sale until 

at the level of the pricing policy ~, imperialist firmsft 

firms, mostly opera1ing through their agents in the rural areas 

exploited the peasant by underpricing his co~1odities. For 

example, groundnuts ~hich was purchased from the producers for 

.i ,- 1. .\ l ., 1 ,} ~- ., ., .r•. ' • ' .,} • ... }'' •• ·' ' ·, - .:--.·, ' •• ! .. •,- ·;-_"< ·i· •• ·,,·,_·.· .. ·, f~ ~( 3. ,·.:: pnunG:.~. pE,5·· ·,·.nn-;, ~i;~i~ï!::- .::.ü::.ü TD~:· .~.J-·1.t r.\ot-;r1·:J::. {··'1.-:·~· {.\::n :~.~1 .. ~ ·· -
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ln the case of cotton, peasants responded to the exploitative 

pricing policy by wetting the cotton so that it could weigh 

heavier on the LBA's scale. 

foreign capital was at the level of the law which compelled him 

to slaughter his goat, sheep or cow 1n the slaughter house so 

that the imperialist hides and skins dealer could easily get his 

needs Nithout wasting his mcmey go1ng rmJnd looking for the 

Peasants not only refused to slaughter their 

skins (especiall; those in the rural areas) to the local leather 

aristocracy was informed by the contradiction that e~isted 

îhis contr~diction was essentially non 

J. , •• ~-u ;1,: 

the colonialists and that of the feudal aristocrats were not 

fundameRtally opposed. 

During the earl1 stages of colonial rule, most of the Emirs 

outrightly rejected any attempt by the British to impose taxes on 

This was not done in support of the peasants 

against the British but they feared that the new taxes were a 

direct threat to their source~, revenue. The Emirs also feared 
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that if the peasants were overbuvdened with taxes, they might 

revolt against bath the Emirs and the British or on the 

peasants might flee their territories. 

the Emir of Hadejia outrightly objected to the J . ....... . 
~- r.\ .!\ t:· !::• 

•-.·.,. ,:i·,-.,-_·,·,·.·.··.··.:·-,-:.. .. ··r.'•, .• .. ·,··,,,' ~.: ·'.,-,·i·.·_, .',.":·,· 'i'' ."'.-. ·',.· .• -,·. ".·· .•• '.,·,, •. , tl 6 "'I" l f'" • 1· 1~- \ J•·i l 1 ' ., . : ·~~ ·-- · · __ ·- ,. ~:=~f:-: r:.m11:· o-r \.1v12;neu t1~ .. t:-··1r.'{f?fmf:üu f11J.iU!, 

the Emirs of Katsina Abubakar and P~hammadu Yero, the Emir of 

objected to the ta~es imposed by the British on the peasants.~7 

Also resistant were the Emir of Kano Muhammadu Abbas, Emir of 

With the consolidation of colonial rule and the realisation 

that they could no longer resist colonial ta~es, the emirs and 

their agents responded by concealing the number of ta~able 

Some of them ciliicealed the nllmber of livestock in 

ln most of the cases the Emirs 

part of ~hat they collected. The response ~f the colonial state 

to such acts ~f "sabotage" was prompt and ruthless. 

Jn ·\ 1.·,~ i 7 ~ -· ..... :• the Chiroma of Hadejia was fined 

extortion and embe22lement. 49 Similarly 1n 1920~ the District 

head of Auyo and the Sarkin Dawaki of Hadejia were both deposed 
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were deposed and imprisoned for embezzling tax money. 51 On the 

25th of November 1920, the village head of Kaugama and one of his 

ward heads were imprisoned for rendering false returns of 

In Dctober 1924, Janna, a District head in Gumel, 

then under Hadejia Native Administration, was deposed for 

C: -;: 

imposing illegal fines and embezzling the money.~ 0 In the same 

year, Manzo, the District Mallam of îafidan Hadejia was dismissed 

and jailed for embezzling Jangali money. At the same time, three 

village heads in Hadejia ~ere dismissed for embe1zling tax money 

were dismissed in Gumel for the 

Despite these mass deposition ~f the members of the feu:al 

aristocracy for offences both against the peasantry and the 

about such ofiences ~ith impunity. For e~ample despite the fact 

successive emirs 1n Hadejia and their agents in tne rural 

areas continued to collect it throughout the colonial period. 

îhe rl~~~ struggle between the peasantry and the feudal 

aristocrats centred around the antagonistic contradictions that 

existence of the tw: 

contradiction predated colonialism. Prior to colonial conquest, 

their sustenance and as I have indicated earlier in this chapter, 
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peasants paid various forms of feudal taxes. Peasants were also 

colonial rule howev~r, most of the feudal forms of e~actions such 

! 1 .: .f. 
( J. :5. ~- :1 

completely abolished or 2i 11 -·-·'i "\ 
,: i{ i -: ~ r···· .. ·-· 

despite th2 fact that such taxes as Za\ka~ had been abolished, 

agents in Hadejia continued 
___ .c. 

t.<! 

taxes into one poll tax actually drained the revenue of the emirs 

and their agents levied unofficial taxes on the peasantry. 

of the time, peasants paid such levies but sometimes they 

Hadejia introduced two new forms of feudal exactions, these were 

expropriation, peasants were given three pence each by the emir 
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sf;, r, f ~·}-:: ,::}s ;Ja·:~ ;}':·p.:!i.t=-·.~.ou p -~ p 
UOft~1~odap~]~~·~u~{~afifN e W8 I a~ufs 

ieqi am PICl aH "JfW3 aqi isuf~Û~ UOflJ~ 
1efiar e ainlflSUf prno\S I 

1
0U~J 4~~a~ I 

ua\M l~ql aw proi pu8 spunod oo·( aw aAe0 aH 
·1rw3 aqi Jq pai~alfp s~ ~rçap~H aAea1 oi aœ 
paSJ~p8 "O"U aql 'Jalla[ B4l 6U~lJa({OJ A0li~n 
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»if a man as a stranger has been ordered to , ... - .. ·-
3. t".'(.~ •./(;:.' 

of a Native Authority, that man, but not some other third party, 

may appeal under section 47 of the Native Authority Law, to a 

colonial government knew that the action of the emir could not be 

legally justified 9 it did not want to be seen as constraining the 

em1r 1n the discharge of his duties as a colonial overseer of the 

The institutional changes that accompanied colonial rule in 

Hadejia Emirate imposed on the peasantry a triple farm ~f 

e~ploitation. The peasant was exploited by forejgn fjrms through 

the underpricing ~f his cash crops, he was also exploited by .J. 1~ •.• 
tfH:.' 

colonial state through all iu~ws of obnoxious ta~es and finally 

The politjcal economy of Hadejia Emirate has been shown to 

have undeFgone two »yevolutions». One Feligious and the second 

capitalist. lhe lslamjc Jihad of Usman Danfodio 1804-1808 swept 

to be levied on the rich and distributed to the poov, the state 
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of Za\ka\ compulsory thï·:' 

püD~1
• :: that was collected was accumulated ,_ .. 

:=-•;:-

was used to justify 

challenge to his authority was a challenge to God's decision. 

all bou~geois ideology "men Oo N• •• ; 

dHU 

••• - 1 - •• , ... , •• .: "; •• -~ r· N, - .. .., ••• ·- - ,r- -· ,. •• ;·,._ l_· •• ·, :.· •• • •• •.·.· ' •• ,'. ,_,. ,·:·{ n •: ~:! 7 c''.{)fJ,;;.·r:"if. lï{3.::-3.i.~l:: t:i.J\::J1: d~:- h,.i: t.::(n1î:.:'~ cf ... , , , , the peasants of 

Hadejia like the Fulbe of Fouta-Djallon referred to in chapter 

one, "view life as the unfolding of a plan made by Allah. 

decides the destiny of each individual. Life is to be accepted 

The peasants did not blame anybody 

poverty and haFdship. Poverty and richness are seen to be the 

work of God. 90~ if all those interviewed for this research 

believed that "there cannot be a bad king but a bad courtier", 

With th2 exception of the Fulani ·1.: ) .... _, 
,.,.;:,)1~U!r 

a single instance of organised revolt against the feudal system. 

Most of the protests took the form of deposing village heads Mho 

were sometimes seen as responsible for causing some troubles. 

J:_'U. 
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lnfact in all the succession quarrels 

The most popular fovm of protest among the peasantry prior 

to the colonial era was migration. It was common for an entire 

village to migrate from one oppressive emirate to another less 

feudal system was largely due to Jack of 

consciousness which ~as hindered by the religious ideology which 

made opposition to the leaders as opposition to the religion of 

Although colonialism had transformed the economy along 

capitalism, the fact that feudal aristocrats were retained as 

feudal r2latic0s remained -· •.• J •••..• "· 
::. ;1 td L t::: 

completelf, colonialism 1n Hadejia and Nigeria as a whole 

encouraged peasant production. Thrm1gh the agency of indirect 

col[mial privileges even when they were abolished by the colm1ial 

state. The indirect rule allowed and promoted the persistence of 

the feudal ideolDgy, hence the persistence of the individualistic 

forms of struggle among the peasantry against both colonial and CODESRIA
-LI

BRARY
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CHAPTFR FDUR 

Hadejia Emirate in general, 1n this chapter, I examine feudal 

relations as epitomised in the Guri politicel economy. 

The chapter is divided into six sections. The first section 

deels with the nature of the economy and the society of Guri. 

The second section examines religion and the feudal ideology and 

their role in the daily live of the peasantry and of maintaining 

class relations. The third section deals with the 

structure of Guri District and the nature of the social relations 

examines legal and political relations between peasants and 

The fifth chapter J. ? •• -
t1B::" 

nature of the relationship that had existed overtime between the 

state and the feudal ~nstitution. The sixth chapter summarises 

the entire chapter. 

The society under study, Guri District~ 1s ~ predominantly 

peasant society. The primary occupation of the people is 

The major food crops produced 

guineacorn and beans. The ~~inr staple food of the people 1s 
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Cotton and groundnuts are also produced but mainly -. r• t: :::, 

Irrigation farming is also practised around the 

Hadejia river which is 330 kilometre long and has eut across the 

district. The major crops cultivated on the irrigated farmlands 

include rice, wheat, ma11e and vegetables. Of recent, vegetable 

This was necessitated by both climatic and economic 

The climatic factor has to do with the problem ~f 

scanty rainfalls that last for only two to three months. 

of crops such as millet and guinea corn which can only grow 

during the rainy season. The economic factor has to do Mith the 

fact that it is more profitable to grow vegetables than to gro~ 

For example, an average farme~ can get about five 

thousand naira through the sale of pepper and out of this, he 

average cost of one hundred na1ra per bag. Due to the climatic 

factor mentioned above~ it is impossible for a middle class 

farmer to harvest ten bags of millet from his farm, thus the 

The vegetables (mainly sweet and hot pepper) are sold to the 

Kano. Sometimes peasants take their pepper to as far as Lagos. 

/ 
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th:i ~:-

area, however, very few people take toit as a full time job. 

In addition to farming most families prsctice 

husbandry. However, the Fulani are the only group that practice 

patoralism as a way of living. Sometimes peasants with a large 

herd of cattle, flock of sheep or goats leave their villages and 

stay in the bush throughout the dry season. Unlike the nomadic 

Fulani, such ~c~~~~~~ return to their villages at the beginning 

of the rainy season. Similarly, ~nm~ nomadic Fulani undertake 

Hunting 1s also common amm}g the people of this area but it 

is done more as a hobby than a full time occupation. 

Other occupations of the people of this area include cloth 

weaving ~nd dyeing, rafia mat weaving and iong distance trading. 

Trade by barter 1s one of the major forms of exchange among 

the local populace. For example, the Fulani women who supply the 

rural populace with milk and butter prefer exchanging their 

grains for farm implements from the 

Similarly, the women who sale food items like flour cake (Fanke), 

beans cake (kosai), füillet cake (yar tsala) etc. accept payment 
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There 2re no major business centres throughout the Distrjct. 

Only three towns viz; Guri, Garfagal and Kadira have markets. 

Even 1n these towns, the markets are active onlj on market days 

which occur once in a week. Thus the market day for Guri is 

Friday while the corresponding ones for Garfagal and Kadira are 

Saturdays and Sundays. Most rrf œhat is obtainable within these 

fuarkets are goods manufacture or produced within the District 

such ~~ rafia mats, farm implements as well as grains and 

livestock. With the exception of Guri market days, those of 

Garfagal and Kadira are poorly attended. Nost peasants from 

surrounding villages prefer taking their goods to Nguru in Borno 

state or Hadejia where they could get better prices for their 

commodities and in return buy some commodities at relectively 

cheaper prices than those obtainable in the rural markets. In 

this context, there are more commercial transactions between the 

District and the surrounding urban centres· than within the 

District itself. 

Most families within the District practise more than one 

occupation. Nith the exception rrf specialised guilds like 

blacksmiths and cloth weaving, occupations like rafia mat weaving 

and fishing are generally practised by most members ~, the 

society. The proceeds from these secondary occupations are used 

to supplement incDme frum agriculture. 

141 
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~ithin the Djstrict is both for subsistence - - •• J c<nt.t 

Hadejia river especially, are increasingly taking to commercial 

The reason for this change has to do with the 

climatic and econm1ic factors referred to ab~1e. 

development o? commercial agriculture within 

District has created a situation whereby land, especially in 

those areas along r1ver Hadejia, has become scarce. The problem 

~f scarcity of land for farming is compounded by the scarcity of 

Since areas alœ,g the Hadejia river have water 

throughout the year, there tends to be green grass throughout the 

areas naturally attracts the nomadic Fulani. 

BetweeD ]973 and ]989, l reco~ded 22 clashes between peasants and 

nomads in Ouri District with the worst being that ~f 1989 in 

Gagiya in which seven people lost their lives. 

among the peasantry for control over lands on the one hand and 

that between the peasantry and the nm1adic Fulani over the 

destruction of peasant farm produce is always welcome by the 

feudal aristocrats. 

later in this chapter, use their position as arbitrators to 
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extort both the peasants and the nomadic Fulani. 

.1. L. ~• 
t Jit·: 

dynamics of the Guvi social formation centres around the issue of 

On a general note, the Guri economy can be described as a 

peasant agricultural economy with an ever growing crunmercial 

agricultural sector. 

The majority of the members of this population are muslims. 

Despite the fact that they practice Islam as a religion, quite a 

large number practice magic and invocation of spirits. mv ... / 

respondents agreed that they have atone time or the other sought 

for the assistance of diviners when they were confronted with 

some difficulties. 

~f the members of this population, it is the Islamic scholars 

(Mallamai) Mho read and interpret the Q~~~an. In most of the 

meaning of what they are saying. 
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Parents encourage their children to attend the local lslamic 

parents go to the extent of sending their children to learned 

encourage onlj rote learning. Within a period of eight to ten 

years, a good pupil can meœories the entire Qu~\a~. This marks 

the end of the first stage of his scholarship. After acquiring 

the student then enters the second stage of knowing the meaning 

, ... ;: ..... , ~ This last stage can take as 

years to complete, after which one can be considered a Nal)a~ 

Due toits informal nature, the process of acquiring lslamic 

education within the context of the 1oca1 Islamic schools 1s 

difficult and tedious. lt is difficult and tedious because the 

pupils are solely responsible for their feeding and clothing and 

in most c0ses they also feed the teacher and his family. 

pupils complete even the first stage and fewer still go 1n10 the 

t hEt 5. ~·-

ignorance among the peasantry as most of the learned ~a))amai. 

stay in the urban centres. Throughout the District, only the 
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I•am (lit. the scholar who lead prayers) of Guri can be termed 

Only five or 10% of the respondents could read .1. L. ~• 
1.'$i·i:·: 

8u~\a~ while the remaining ~~ or 90% are virtually ignorant of 

of the population. 

This ignorance of the religion has created a situation where 

' . ~;JOO!::,f.:--

of the 8ur~a~ aqainst the thief for his property to be returned. 

purposes than for worship. The verses of 

for individuels or the entire community on request. 1ne allo is 

the alternative~ the verses are written on a piece of paper and 

normally send for popular Mall.amai to come and offer prayers and 

provide medicines. 

Apart from the Nal)~mai. (lslamic scholars) the people also 

believe 1n diviners (Bokaye). The Boka~e claim to have the 
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might have offended the evil spirits. If it were persistent 

deaths of people of a particular age set, say old men or women, 

J. !.. ~ J. 
tHt:! ':. 

If it were a calamity rrf some sort befalling an 

individual or a familyJ sa1 a very known rich man suddenly goes 

For the activities of the evil spirits, rituals are normally 

slaughtering a particular type of animal, say a black sheep, goat 

or ~ white cock etc. Witches, on the other had are usually 

and eipelled from the villages. 

individual is suspected to be menanced by a witch, some herbs are 

For the activities of sorcerers, usually ccmnter 

solving problems of a particular kind. 

The major difference between the Bokaye and Na))~mai. is that 

while the divineFs (Boka;e) administeF m2inly heFbs to their 

clients and/or patients~ th2 Islamic scholars (Mal.l~mai.) use the 

Islamic texts to salve the problems of their clients. 

?..1 :::.f..-· -.,-•,,.! 
~\ 1:, \.1 

problems of their clients. 
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The ignovance of the peasant population ~,~n makes th20 

claim to have the knowledge of the future. Thus for example 

business~ or goes into a marr1age etc. he has to first consult 

public. These servants spread false information cm the diviners 

tht:·:· community in which he lives but with 

Some times they operate from their home towns or 

villages. Before a client reaches the Bok~ he must, unknowingly 

Thus, before the 

had never met that client before begins by addressing him or her 

by his or her first name. The Bok~ then goes on to tell the 

client what brought him or her. Most people get excited at this 

their probleffis solved. 
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Due to its ability to attribute all happenings 1n the 

the evil spirits, the persistence of this religio 

. 7 .. ,::·c 'J ••• , ...... . 
.J. c\ t f::'f 

has served as a fertile ground for the persistenc~ of feudal 

.. "l ; 
!:tJ. 3. 

peasant relations as non atagonistic and non 

Secondly, the relationship between the peasants 

and the feudal aristocrats 1s presented as a pre-ordaine~ by 

about which nothing can be done. Thirdly, since these relations 

have been pre-ordained by God, a challenge to the status - quo 1s 

a challenge to the ~ill of Gad. 

Under a classical s1stem of theocracy, 
the ultimate legislative function is centred 
in the will ·of Godas it is manifested in the 
scFiptuFal writings. Thus, the functions of 
the Emir ~as an executor of devinely inspired 

interpreter of devine legislation, however, 
emiF was in effect an 

ln this role, he was assisted }·,··/ - ·' 
hEtd 

Jn any hitherto existing society which is divided into classes, 

intellectual basis for maintaining the status-quo. îhis issue of 

.!.) .. _. 
1. ~ ~t·:· 

lie" to disguise the domination and e~ploitation of one class b; 
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Thus 1n ancient Greece plato adviced the rulers to 

,., 
thf.-:1 !;:.D·:::i•:::··ty C~lrP füi~·n nt mef1'{?. H br'i:\~:-!::. C\nd :t ~1·c1n~u.: 

According to cornforth (1977) the process of ideological 

1. abstract ideas are formed on the basis of various social 

ideas are separated from 

the relationships from which 

3. both particular conclusions and general ideas about all kinds 

As stated in chapter one, the ideology of the feudal class had 

Hadejia and Guri had an early contact with the Islamic religion. 

As stated in the previous chapter, prior to the Islamic Jihad of 

Us~an Danfodio (1804-1808), the areas of Hadejia and Guri ~ere 

Borno Empire had a very early contact with the Arabs 5 dating back 

to the 12th centuyy. 
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Thus, the ideology of the feudal aristocracy 1s bBsed on 

Islam and tradition (Gargajiya). This ideology preaches that 

kingship (S~~auta) is the making of God. Since Sara~ta is the 

disobedience to God. However, the correct lslamic position lS 

that people shm1ld obey their leaders so long as the leaders also 

:}. } J fr{J t t:i. m!:\ t-:::, tl ·ç-f 1·:.·~~ t !. .. ,r.;:.=-·:. t·,.: i :;:. :i} 1 r::·q i t ~}. mi:~ tt:, ~i 

protest is legit:ma;;;x-·. •/ 

kingship is essentially aimed at legitimising the position of 

those 1n authority and invariably the exploitative relationship 

that exist bet~een the feudal aristocrats and the peasantry. 

As observed earlier, most of the peasants are ignorant of 

aristocrats h; ·justifying their rule as lslBmic and their 

on their part pr~ctically exhibit their religio-traditional 

leadership of the people by presiding over most religious and 

cultur~l festivities and ritu~ls. ln the mosques, members of the 

follow from behind. ln fact the emlr does not use the gate used 

He us~s the eastern gate ot the central mosque 
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along with the lmam and the most learned scholars. 

~pplics to all District heads in their District headquarters. In 

this way, the abstract ideas which emerged frmn 

feudal aristocrats and the peasantry are ~eparated from their 

independent abstract ideas are then used to explain all other 

social phenomena in the society. Thus issues like poverty and 

affluence are not seen as the product of ooncrete social 

relations but as acts of Gad. In this way, the feudal ideology 

function not onlt to conceal the exploitative character of 

feudal-peasant relations but also to hoodwink the peasantry into 

believing that the source of their problems is external to 

•L3 Tl-lE CLASS STRllCTllRFS DF 6URI TllSTRiî.T AND THF MATURE OF 

4c31 ClASS STRUCTURE OF GURI 

Five major classes could be identified in Guri District viz; 

aristocrats, rural petty bourgeoisie, peasants, rural labourers 

and lumpen elements. 

The aristocrats are all those who belong to the royal 

(Sarauta) families at both village ana district levels. 

members of this cl~ss owe their position to bi~th rights. 
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whoever he wants but especially his favourites. Such titles as 

.,. J_ H 

t!ii·:.' 

b;:' ,J •.•• tu 

professional groups from outside the royal family. Although some 

of these titles are not hereditary, the son af a deceased title 

holder can inherit his father's position. Members of the 

in the District include the H~kjœi. and , ... : ... 
1).i.:::• 

(f~dawa), title holder as well as village an~ ward heads. 

are normally appointed from among the eldest men in the wards. 

During the colonial period, the Hakiœi. was appointed by J, ;,, Mo 

tJ$î:.~ 

from within the members of the royal 

consultation with the British. At present, the District head 

1n consultation with J. 1.o MO 

t fft::· 

chairman of the local government. Similarly, all village heads 

,:: 
.. ./:l} 1 ë-;qe-~=- ~:.:: ,.-: The appointment is then finally endorsed by the 

local government chairman. During the colonial p~riod, it was 

the District officer (D.O.) who did the endorsement. 

Once appointed to a position, a title holder o~e allegiance 
CODESRIA
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Hakimi. 1s earned through regular payment of homage and offer of 

ç; .i. ·n ~=-" Thus for example the chief of the bJtchers 1s directly 

supplied by · all the butchers on daily basis. 

total amount collected as taxes from all traders in the market. 

holders especially those who head professional groups like those 

it is assumed that they make personal fortunes from their titles. 

Failure to offer gifts regularly on the part of a title holder 

could cost him his title. 

Since almost all title holders are appointed by the Hakimi. 

with the exception of village and ~ard heads, he can depose any 

these appointments, the holders of these titles see themselves 

functions, public hostility is diverted only against the person 

~f the man holding the post but net against the system which 

assigned the responsibilitj to him. In the same way when the 

Hakimi. deposis a title holder for ~hatsoever reason, the public 
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does not sympBthise ~ith such people because the; are seen as 

The members of the aristocracy 1n Guri District perform a 

delegated e~ecutive function with the Hakimi. as the chief 

executive 1n the District. Each title holder is seen by the 

people as acting on behalf of the Hak\mi. but the Hakim\ cannot be 

held responsible for the misrule of an; of his title holders. 

Nembers of the aristocracy 1n Guri District control land and 

cmild be possessed callectively by a family or individually, 

absolute power over the land and its resources rests •ith the 

,!. J •• .: ~-
tif S.~:-

their areas of jurisdiction. Once a peasant has been deported 

from a particular District or E0irate he has forfeited his right 

over his farm land. 

During the colonial period, the aristocracy served the 

colonial state as rural hureaucrats. While they protected the 

interest of the colonial administration in the rural areas, the; 

especially of ta~ money. 

local bureaucrats. For e~ample, successive governments recognise 
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them as local admjnistrators through whc® government policies, as 

they affect the rural communities, are implemented. Thus, they 

assess and collect ta~es, handle minor local disputes and general 

The second class 1n the hierarchy is the rural petty 

bourgeoisie. Members of this class include the Judges (Alkalai.), 

merchants, police men, District scribes and local 

scholars (Mallamai.). 

With the e~ception of the wealthy merchants and the local 

Islamic scholars, members of this class are government appointees 

an therefore salary earners. As civil servants, they do not owe 

positions as civil servants could suggest that they are capable 

especially in the discharge of their day to day responsibilities. 

But nothing could be fuFther from the truth. The members of this 

class could be seen collaborating with the members of the 

aristocracy to oppress and e~ploit the peasantry. In most ca5es 

they act on the dictates of the Hak~mi. and/or his representative. 

For eiample, there aFe only four policemen permanently stationed 

in the District. îhese policemen are resident in Suri town. ln 

assessing the effectiveness of the police in maintaining law and 
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order, 80% of the respondents saw the police as serving the 

interest of the Hakimi. and his courtiers. For example, that the 

serving the interest of everybody in the society. The police in 

particular, claimed that they made series of reports to Badejia 

indicting the Hajim\ and his cohorts on cases of plunder 2nd 

, 
hr.~~.,if? q i Vt·:ff t-; p:: o 

Similarly, the judges try only those cases that the members 

tried informally at h~ne by the Hakimi. or his representijtive such 

For example m~t of the total .,._:-~:, 
,!. .• t.. 

clashes recorded between l973 and 1989, only two went to the 

Alkali:~ court in Guri Mhile the remaining twenty were tried 

informally at home by the Hakimi. or any of his courtiers. Of 

these twenty-two cases of .violent clashes between peasants and 

cases Mere reported to the Area Court 1n Hadejia while two of the 

r··--- ··-1•- 5·,,1·.•.; .. ·.,·';··.·.,•1•,•.·.··':":,'.".,r, .. •,·,.',· .. 8 :.. ï:"~ :-::, t:.r '.::, ;·i.>"t::· I t! 1 - ~··· ' " 

The posts rrf forestry and sanitary rrfficers were mainly of 

colonial creation. îhe former was created in order to reduce the 
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problems of bush burning and cutting trees and ~l~n to collect 

-· - .: -· .i - .: ·-!Si1:t .:; i~ i. d-~- :=~ o-f 

of the aristocracy 1n extorting money from the peasantry with the 

most notorious being the sanitary officers. 

Every year, the sanitary officers undertake an inspection 

tour~, all the villages in the District. Before the arrival of 

the sanitary officers 1n each village, the villagers are expected 

to contribute a fi~ed amount of money Mhich is given out to the 

sanitary. officers as "gift" once they arrive. 

would be asked to paya fine higher than what they could have 

as 0 gift" to the sanitary officers. 

might also be branded ttover-crowded" and therefore need "re-

planning 0
• These Fe-planning 0 mainly involve the creation of new 

streets in which many families are displaced and resettled on 

smoe part of the village. Any village that does not want the 

}") .; ·, .~.~·:., 
;J ·'· ,. ,_ t{) thf:": thE!n 

allmo their houses to be destroyed. ln 1970 for example, the 

people of Nadammawa village resisted an attempt tore-plan" their 

village after iefusing to offer ttgifts" to the sanitary officers. 

AlthmJgh the peasants later agreed to pay a fine of five 
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shillings for each adult members of the village, two families, 

that o? Baba Kulalu and Baba Zabu refused to pay the fine and 

The role of the local Mal)famal and the diviners within this 

system of oppression and exploitation is crucial. Their position 

as public consultants on economic political and medical problems 

enable them to misdirect peoples awareness about the sources of 

their problems. Only spirits, sorcerers and enemies could be the 

source uf an individuals problems. Thus for example a peasant 

whose income has gone into paying debts and taxes could be told 

that he 1s poor because his enemies have performed sorcery on 

.:;; ·~ \,'f.:., -:;, ... . ~-

chickens, goats and/or money to the Kal)fam so that ~ counter 

borrowing 1n order to obtain what he had been asked to bring to 

As "learned scholars", the Ma)\a?af. also undertake religious 

sermons in which they interpret the 8ur·;~ to the peasants mostly 

1n the Hausa language. These sermons are largely limited to 

With the exception of those who teach in the primar1 
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them are fed and clothed by their pupils and the members of the 

commun i. t)' in \~{hi ch thE1
}' 1:·E1 ~:._i df::' :: ~~~1 l1.êJ._J...~i.f} \r.!.i=. th !::\t';\}' ·fi ·f t }r pt~ pi}.~:-

normally ~llow them to go and beg for.food. The pupils go frmD 

Dnf:'.1 hot~~:-·:·:=: to another begging. A·fter· t:.,r.~tinq tü thE•J1:· 

satisfaction, the reaainder is brought home for the Mallam and 

h.1 !:O, ·"f Etff~i} }lu f.ic,m-2: i~·~r.~.11.~~Lm}t.L nn!1·mr.;Jli j.n?::.:i!::.t thë\t f~.1..l thf.:: ·fr)nd 

collected from the people b; his pupils is brought home and 

shared ~lt in a proportion ta be determined by the Nalla~. The 

pl{ p ~~ } ::. ;;~ 1 ~:-<.:t c t~ 1 t :i v i:~ t 0:.- t hE· }'"}t:-t}. 1.t:·i.m ' ~:. "~: !:ç j'" m" ·f E,·t ch ~,.(!î·i t E1 
~:· i;-;n d "~= :~. r E··1t:.~ood 

for his wife etc. In addition, almost all members rrf a community 

j_;:·i wh~\Ch r.; M!:'{] .. tf!!i!. r"t:-:--::.:~dE··~=· q.i.v·t-:' th•ë:· t1.f~lJ_,ù!t. i:.~t:~.1:-JtL°t (ti\"tht-:-·) ë;:t tht.-:~ 

r·r:{! G'f -;:~;.;:,ch ha~·-;/,;-:~·~:.t i:--,nd i:\1~:.o r.:t th{~-~ end 1:rf the mcnth o·f F!.am;~dr.)n_.·: 

The 2~~ka1 giv2n to the Islamic scholars is different from the 

C>~·: F.: q :}. V{·:n tn t !·H:-:-- B~f:,mbe·r· ~:- o-f th1:-:· ë, :=" :}. :::. toc f fit:}'" The Dn-:-:-: 9 J \,'·'2n tf: 

t hr.~· mt:·:·mhfriro :::. o-f -th-}~-- i:( t :C. ~=- t n~: r ë~ c;i: ~i~i:"(!::. CDffipu} sot y on ë( 1} pt: .. f; ~:.ë<.n t E:- €{nd 

3. t v~~ë:: ~:- r, :}. vi:-:,n ë1 ~:- r.~ "fti .1. ·f 5. J mt:·n t o·-f thE· i1·t;·~:-pon ~:.:}. t~:l .l :i t·t o·f the pt;·;.=t !::-t:tn ·t 

°tD th{~:-· ~;.t::\tP"' 

Tht:-:-- ZF.\li.~~i:~-1 ~~i~i/{·::·n out te tht-::- tbIL~\J.l&.ft.:A. i~:. ë·i tu1--f).}mE-·nt o-f E~ 

~··r:-:.1 i-1 i nus üb1 i=. ~J i:1 tinn t-:::. pu~:· 3. ··fi Gnf~' !::. hc~ ~ .. vr-:.,::;. t ns1
• ·fi:·~:::·. t :tn9 and i t 1 ~:. 

compulsory only on those who have enough to eat for a year. All 

~r};:'.1..1 .. !iL~l~.ê. en} 1 f:c t t h1;; l.iih.t.f_t. ·f.:·'/t:·n thnuq h t hr: I ~.:.}. ::=;m:~. c :t n j t(n cti. on 

stipulates that only those who are considered destitude by the 

~~-ü C .i. f:: °t "f ;;ç1,·t:· E·nt:}. t.1.r:-:,d tn :~.tu ti M1:·1.1.1_a{B .i.~:. on.lr E,nt:t t.1.r:·d t-;::. z ,:i k i··~ a.:t. 

if he is a destitute. Under an ideal Islamic stat~, the I~~kat 
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pm)r peasants and engage in usury. The rich peasants most of the 

time identify ~ith the petty bourgeois ana the aristocratie 

The middle peasants are those that can be said to be "self-

At the end of each harvest year; after paying all 

of the ten peasants have enough to last them for another year. 

The poor peasants are those ~ho do not produce enough to 

sustain themselves. They constitute 30~ of m; sample. As could 

be seen from table 4:4, the poor peasants are mostly indebted to 

debts, they are left with nothing. Some times they are forced by 

debt burden to sell their crops even b~fore the~ are due for 

harvest. During the rainy season, they survive by selling their 

labour to the rich peasants during ~um2 days of the week and with 

the little money got, they huy some foodstuff. 

year, they share their labour pm~er with the rich peasants. 

proletarianised. The members of this class live by selling their 
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responsibilities. Al] the proceeds from family labour are 

everything in the interest of the members of the family. 

Individual members of the family also engage in pri9ate ventures 

1n which case the proceeds belonQ to them alone. 

societal nonns dictate that they share it with other members rrf 

he takes the larger share. 

unit uf production within the society 

communal form of production in which a siieable number of the 

members of a particular community participate. 

~f this District. However, it should be noted that this type ~f 

Bayya is slightly different from ~hat obtains among the Hausa 

communities of Kano state in 

as a noFmal communal co-operat1on to boost production or to 

when ~ member of the community is sick and therefore cannot 

.J. 1 •• - J. 
t )J.;:~ t in 
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&embers of the communitj come together and help that individual 

member rrf the community out by cultivating his farmland for him. 

undertaken is when for e~ample the children of a particular 

familj who have grown older and set up their OMn hwoes, come 

together during every farming or harvest season to help their 

parents with some work. 

Thirdly, Gayy~ 1s also undertaken when a man gives cmr his 

daughter 1n marriage to a particular member of the community. 

contracted, the families of the bride could ask the bridegroom to 

mobilise his friends or the entire village cœnmunity in some 

cases, to do some work for them in their farmland. ln some cases 

the bridegroom 1s asked to build a hcruse for his fatheF and/or 

Another 1ovm of production is the waqe labour. 

largely employed by rich peasants. On the average, a rural 

labourer received about six naira (M6.00) a day in 1988. The 

normal working day is si~ hours beginning at B.OOa.m. and ending 

While at work, the labourers are entitled to two 

)- ,.....:i:-~' 
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bashi (lit. farming for borrowing), what obtains under this type 

of wage labour is that payment 1s made in kind rather than cash. 

At the end of two or three days of free or unpaid labour, the 

loan to be paid back with interest at the end of the harvest. On 

the average, a poor peasant cmJld take three to fmJr «f such 

loans before the end of the rain; season. After paying the loans 

and meeting up other obligations, the poor peasants end up with 

nothing and thus they go on borrowing throughout the year. All 

During the dry season, the poor peasants also work on the 

irrigated plots of the rich peasants. In return, the poor 

peasants would be allowed to borrow irrigation machines and water 

remaining 16\ mainly worK for the rich peasants. 

Guri District is the client labour. This type of labour is also 

~-~ ·,,1 .. , the rich peasants. the rich peasants that 

constitute 10~ of the sample employ client labour. These clients 

offer "free" labour to their patrons during the farming and/or 

in return, the patron offers gifts 
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adopted by one of them that ttnobody forced anyone to work for us, 

Of the nine peasants interviewed from ~mong the three 

villagesJ five admitted that they were never forced to do it. 

Four of the peasants dis~greed with the atove position on the 

ground that they have never volunteered to doit. 

Yamm, Garmaguwan Gabas and Garfagal) are the closest friends of 

from the three villages to take part in the work on the Ha\imi~s 

farmland can cause all sorts of political harassment and 

that they will not doit if it were voluntary, while ten of the 

•I -:, ,.~, 
.1 .. . :· 3,; 
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TABLE 6=6 

RES?Dt·JSES T[1 THE QlJESîiûl·~; De) )'DU tt·:l~~!:'!fd thr::1 ~=H)t1·k b:;,1 f'.tE1 i\:!-ttnt~:. :{n 
tht: Gi:H1{h.tn .. _.!:-.a.rJ:.:} .. {,;:,~-'ti:·i'tE, 0-1: thl::' HEd-~.5.mJ) ë1~:. ·fo~=·ct-:d lr.,botu:·? 

------------------'----------------------------------------' •, 
•:-: 

'----------------------------------------

4. Middle peasant 
;::: ,: F-' c~nv· pr:;,ë·\ ~=- i:1n t 
6. Rural labourers 
,. Lumpen Elements 
8. Nomadic Ful8ni 

' 

1:!. 

··::{") 
-..JO 

i ;, 
-~ •-..I 

,., 
,: 

B 

,., 
.:.: 

r\ 
.:.: 

N.B: All perc~ntages are calculated out of 50 which is the total 
number of respandents in the sample 

It is not on1y the men that perform corvee labour~ but also 

the women. Whenever there is a "woman's work" to be performed on 

,r· r:: ·~ .n n 
, ... NO -:.~ 0 0 
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something out of the harvest. The collection of the fakka\ was 

At the end of the collection, everything Mas taken to 

some part of it for themselves. The Haki~ai. also did the same 

tithe Mhose payment is compulsory only on those ~ho have certain 

amount of property, it was levied as a compulsory ta~ on all able 

Mhich the l~kka\ was subjected. Thus W.P. Hewby, the British 

colonial administrator in Kano, complained in the 1908 provincial 

the Koranic grain tithe ~a\ka\ (or Zaka or 
Zakat) on guinea corn and millet had never 
been honestly l~vied or paid and was the 
biggest channel for e~tor}jon 
th·:-'.·~ ~.:J hD} E• t !:~ )~ é~ t f:. {)f~ !=,:. )11 ~- t f.":'m ;.· .:;. :r 

According to Hewby: 

the yeild of the tax represented about a 
qu~Fter of the tot~l e~tracted by means of the 
1i:"r.,1:·:i.t::{.~~~. .lt:ind tEt:r~-2~=-~· in.;::Jtidin~; ( kt~d.:tn ....... -Hkë1_:~-.i:·1.) .-1 

"'fhE, tr.-;:~ hë{d f::E··\./·E"'r b-E_.f,t5 1.\fi).-fü~rm}·f Cû1}E~ctr:d~ 
~Jt in haphazard instalments. 

·) ·-11:-: 
_,:_ y , .. ~ 
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he might have to journey fifty miles Nith corn 
leads to Kano. It was no wonder that much of 
.J.I., ... 
t5H-:.' 

eaten, that the grain that was 
delivered tended to be sut-standard, and that 
one-third of the original bulk was lost 1n 

Pi:''-tt.1):' hy 
"ti.il-:.in9 hi~:-

f'"{:'.fbbs:.-:.-·~i·;:1 j;"-;{jti 

di:;:i.})' tr."~ti.D 

What actually happened as earlier explained above was that the 

with the peasants collaborate with the village heads to conceal 

the actua] amount that was collected from the villages. The E%ir 

and the Hakimi. had no an; other means of ascertaining the actual 

Similarly, at the village level, peasants made private 

actual volume of their harvest. The village heads were in return 

agreed that they had atone time or the other entered such 

îhe same situation as above also applied to the ~anqalj_ (tal 

peasant cow owners paid one out of 30 to 39 cows or one sheep or 

goat cmt ~f 40 to 120 sheep or goats, the nmRadic Fulani paid 

their own 1n cash. Around 1892, the Fulani paid about 500 

the Fulani nomads was worse 
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they moved fFwn one emirate to another.~~ In response to this, 

the Fulani nomads either restricted themselves to one place in 

which case they were faced ~ith the risk of starving theiF 

T~is for example in 1924 the Fulani nomads in Hadejia ar~a all 
l'\ ...... 

m:i (J ~l'i:"! tf-?d te< Hü~rr;,o p~i·.;::.vinc{-: ~~fhE•f"{;": thE-- 1J_1~n{(C~} J. \i:i!':~ ~=- .1 E1 ~.~=- :: .!:. :.,, 

The problem was that most of the time receipts were not 

lt was ~ithin this context that 1n 1925 the 

acting resident of Borno P.de putron wrote a strongly worded 

.J.i:,tiftErJ.:i. i. E: . .l{-:·v·i{:?d ün pë,c}.·:. o):r:·:--n 5.n thf:': r~~1·{:!vinc{:·~ 
itf'"f:·~:-pect:i\/ï·:-- Ctt ~·i:hE1 thE1 J'° thf:~)1 hEtVE· p~3.d ;:~_§.i}~fL€~J .. t. 
or not (sic) if without a permit ••••• undue 
hardship is intlicted on natives 

Putron went further to suggest that: 

ln the case of bona fide pack oxen which it is 
to mistake, that the 

reciepts issued in Borno should be accepted in 
lieu of the peFmit authorised by ciYcula~ 

1D 1hr:· 
impossibility of i~yuing 
!.:-i~ t i ~:.·"f i.i C t-::::~r :~:.}. )/ s.~1 PfüvJn ce:: J: t,O: ( ~.:i.-::.) 

·'. --

•i ·-1· .. :: 
.:;, .. ,· .,· 

.; .J. 
3. t 
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pue pansst s~N 1daJJaJ ou 4JJqM Aoi spunod KtS 
Ja41ou~ !ed ai pa[[adwaJ aAaM !aqi 'sidafJaJ 

1 pn·; 
·r --; T 

-·~fql ~J~} ~:d·:~.:J(f. uprp l,"f:.\t{l q:) ~q~:.1 ·::ïld-:'.:t~:]::·JJ. ~'(}21JU:-;f(\ 

Afaqi aJnpoAd 01 waq1 pa~se oqM (T•tAer) 
sAO{AAOM aqi io ~ua !q paddois ![aie,paww~ 

a41 ai 6Uf\8Aû~w uawspJaq ;uern~ io dnoJû 
e iaw aM '!eM Ano uo "(fpeDueij) Anoi e Of 
i;w3 aqi io sJaftJnoJ iaqio 4lfM fiuore Ja41ei 
!w paohlrroi I 'PtT4~ e se 'aw;i r seM aAa4i 
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sax21 ie~i aAnsua oi s~M aAf\~aiia Jrrenuriua~ 
uo~i~rndod a~fieu aqi AaAo sp~a4 afiert~A pue 
speCj{ i~~AtSfU 'SATW3 J~ !1fAC~lne a~i a~ew 
01 le~ lrvo a41 'uoseaA ieq\ Aot ·····siuasaAd 
Aa saK~l •siuaA ·a·~ 

1
ainq~At rerAaiew io 

pu~~ awas ta iuaw/ed pue tu~iJa{tOJ ua paseq 
( ·:; \,~ ù};. ·;:i -~1 l1• ·r l =:~ t~ l ~{ z{ l 'f. .:i ~}-~{ l n ?,J J.:-.7} ur~ -~· 1 ·ç u 6~} :} ;3 -l~ "[ { =:? 
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In 1911, the colonial state abolished all pre-colonial forms 

was introduced. In response to this developments, the feudal 

peasantry was as follows. Every ye~r after the harvest, the 

Emir, thrcmgh the Hakim). supplied each village 1n the District 

with a specific number of sacks, depending on the s1ze of the 

village. For each bag that was supplied, a token ammlnt of about 

shillings was given. The ten shillings was shared out ë-; 

"buying" a 100kg bag of grains. The actual price of a 100kg bag 

of millet 1n the market was about 40 shillings. Since the 

peasants were given onlj 10 shillings to purchase qo shillings 

~ .} . .... 
t:~ t c·i -~ 

school students who came from neighbouring towns and villages 

Guri and Hadejia. Dn arriva] into the town 1 each stud0nt was 

~· •• ,r. 
·i.;:; 

the H~ki~i. or the Emir. This would guarantee the student to stay 

also e~empt such students from the payment of all other i~~P~ 

s' ,' ,, 

., 
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that might be levied. 

triple exploitation. At the level of production, he 

exploited by the rich peasants. At the official level, he ~as 

exploited by the colonial state as well ~~ colonial capital 

the peasant was virtually a slave of the feudal aristocrats. The 

period are essentially oppressive and exploitative. The feudal 

colonial forms of feudal exactions that were prohibited by the 

colonialists. In some cases, the names for such feudal exactions 

were simply changed and •ere openly collected. This could be 

continuation of the officially imposed 1akkat. 

The present practice 1s that individual rich peasants and/or 

specific village heads, r~ther than the entire population are 

year those individual rich peasants and village heads ~re 

and five and a token amount of money which they mostly reject, so 

cent of my respondents agreed that they are oe1ng asked annually 
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categovy also agreed that they give out between two to five sacks 

to the Ha\imi_ annually but unlike the case described above (i.e. 

the one involving the receipt of empty sacks with a small amount 

None of the five members of the aristocracy interviewed 

exploitative relationship. lhis is because as far as they are 

peasants, not even those from Garfagal, Garmaguwan Yamma and 

Thus, the nature of the social relations of production 1n 

Ouri District is characterised by exploitation between classes 

and within classes. Within the peasantry for e~ample, the poor 

peasants are exploited by the rich peasants. At the level of 

inter class relations, the rich peasBnt also exploit the rural 

labourer •hile the feudal aristocrats exploit all the other 

The oppression and exploitation of the peasantry 1n Guri 

District does not stop at the level rrf the social relations ~f 

Much ~f what is expropriated from the peasantry 1s 

observed that memoers of the aristocracy have enormous powers 
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over peasant lands, the same also applies to the peasant himself. 

Every year, each village head pays homage twice to the 

The homage is paid during the two Muslim 

while in the latteF the gift o·f rams are made available 

things to the Emir ar Hadejia and each Emir in Kano state pays 

to the Emir of Hadejia as well as what the Emir of Hadejia takes 

to the Emir of Kano. Although this practice was formally stopped 

1n 1979 by the People's Redemption Party (PRP) administration 

stopped to this day. For example in 1988, during the two 

(two for each festival). To produce the money, each village head 

imposed a levy on his people. The amount paid by each peasant 

vary from one village to another. Thus while in bigger villages 

like Kadira, Adiyani, Garfagal, Lafiya and Arin each taxable 

adult was levied two naira in smaller villages lik2 Nadammawa, 

Dawa, Tasga and Galdimari, each taxable adult paid five nalra. 

,; i"ï"":r -~- ·.;.·.; ..... '. 
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bribe J.~. the police, the Alkali's messenger, the court clerk 

court 1s that the trial itself is informa], short, few people to 

as one has something to offer, it is better to allow the Hakimi. 

handle one's case. 

TABLE 7.7 

------------------------------:---:------:---: 
R :i. {~ h r.::r:, ::1 Jt~ i:\ nt::. 
r~}j_ dd 1 E .. pf.,::,:::.t:<n t ~:. 
P ·i)G 11

• (;.;-:=' a !2- ii n t ~:. 
t,.JDfi~i:fÔ i C ·ftt 1 !:~n :\ 

~ lû 
!20 
: ;:J:;) 
1 .. 
I l-} -· l ; 

-------------------------------:---:------:---
1 I J• ~ 
,,:.t'··} i 

==~~~==~~~~====--~~~=----~~~----~~-----~-------

NB: All percentages are calculated out of the total 
samples af 50 respondents. 

At these informa] levels, various r~~~~ are attended J. ~· t L}: 

ranging from civil to criminal, and attended to. Thos2 of the 

ten murder cases, none was reported to the Alkali of Guri. Eight 

~, the cases were reported to the Area Court in HadeJia, two ~ere 

suppressed 1n Guri and none of the ten c~ses ~ent to any higher 
··.~· ·:-1 

court judge at the state level. 00 
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Nallam Kuktar was shoFtly after j_n c: iden t 

rather than corrupt, it could also be argued that the above case 

fought against the marginalisation of his court. I have earlier 

indicated that most of the cases ~ere tried b/ the Haki~i.. In 

court due toits corrupt nature and its tedious legal processes, 

functions t; directly asking peasants to report their cases to 

thr-·m:, 

Since most of the cases that come to the Hakimi. are disputes 

between nomads and peasants, 3q members of the aristocracJ fan 

memhers of disunitJ between peasants and nomads. B; virtue of 

their wealth in cattle, goats and sheep, the nomadic Fulani have 

kanfai~, (dest~o; their fa~mlands as ycu like, it will only cost 

'l :7.-:;·:;: ,.,. ........ 
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Wh2never a Fulani man is fined for destroying peasant crops 

the peasant immediately. Instead, the peasant is asked to swear 

with the üuF~a~ as to whether he deserves the money DF not. In 

., 1 , :1 • \. • J, 1 ,· .• ·.,· ·?·_ •,,··1',-.·, ·,, ••• , -;:~,b · ... f.r,çji:\.t · SU3. ·\.~:. CH;)i~Jn!.~--f. {;"t;Cn 1 1:. Of the 21 cases o·f p{~f.~!:':-E~nt···· 

directlj held responsible for 18 and each time they were heavily 

1ined. îhese fines range from two thousand to ten thousand naira 

especially where there is a loss of life. While nomads are fined 

for destroying crops~ the victims do not benefit from such fines 

due to the problem of swearing with the Gur'an referred to above. 

There are no clear eut guidelines or rules for judging a 

making the decisions known to the paYties involved. 

cases, however, the decision as to who is guilty and who 1s not 

is l~rgely detevmined by what an individual h~s been 

comes up for hearing. 

) >-
\.. ..-.. -' 
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What the nomadic Fulani have been doing lS that once they 

-.. r. 
L-:1 

local leaders. Offers of gifts, both in cash anD in kind, are 

made ta the leaders by the nomRdic Fulani. .In .}.i.,, .. 
UH:1 

nomadic Fulani get the local leaders on their side. 

]t can also explain why some cases were handled the way they were 

For elample in 1987 the people of Madammawa passed a 

vote of no confidence on their village head Mallam Gamba on the 

graunds that he stopped them from cultivating their farmlands 

located to the West of the village. '-,'·~ -~ "} ;,,n!:.·.· . ... ~- -· -· -:.• ... 

The leader of the protest Baba Wunukduwa was arrested ••·•• •• 1 ,1:;-;.1 

detained by the police on the orders of the Hakimi .• He ~as later 

set free after pa;ing two hundred naira 

The farmlands ~ere taken away on the ground that they 

were to be used as passage way for Fulani livestock. The people 

of Dole protested to the authorities in Hadejia ~ho directed that 

_. ·. ·-·-·· --
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neither the peasants nor the Fulani should make use of the 

farmlands. After some five years, a new directive was issued to 

the effect that any farmland that had lay waste for five years. 

1s automatically the property of the Hakimi .• A similar incident 

also took place in Wareri village in which the farmland of Mallam 

the simple reason that he left it "waste" for one year. 

fined, anarch; seems to be reighning especially in the villages. 

The nomadic Fulani destroy peasant farmlands with iœpunity and in 

mos~ cases beating and/or killing the owners of those farmlands. 

village head) was murdered in his farmland in 1986 after his 

way. ln Matava Uku village, Nallam Garba Jibillu was killed in 1 

his hcmse in 1987 by a gang of armed Fulani men. 

earlier threatened to deal with any Fulani no@ad who dare come 

near his farmland. Garba Jibillu's family took the case to court 

5. n H!~;d f.·:' j 3. €~ :: the fact that the 6urderers could 

arrested, the case was struck out. 

.~~--- --.., 
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Similarly, 1n Dagana village, Nallam Dada Kallamu was shot 

of Guri failed to resolve it. ln Hadejia, Dada ~as fined two 

hundred naira (#200) for "provoking the Fulani herdsman into 

shooting him". In i986, the people of Damagi, Taka11a, Gadwa and 

Musari village collectively reported one Buba Galadima for his 

waston destruction of peasant farmlands located around the four 

When Buba finally appeared before the AlkaJi, he 

categorically stated that ttI am read; topa; any fine imposed on 

Buba was fined two thousand naira which he paid 

immediately, however, the money was shared equally between the 

peasants, the Alkali and the Ha\\mi. 

The state of lawlessness in the villages reached its highest 

level in 1989 when a group of Fulani herdsmen killed a peasant 

from Gagiya village and hanged the b~ly on a tree. .!.J ..•. u;;,: 

peasant from the surrounding villages declared a war against the 

Fulï:1ni:: The peasants killed si\ Flllani and hundreds af their 

Few people were later arrested but all the villages 

1n the District came to their support. All villages throughout 

against the Fulani. All those arrested have been released and 
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the case seems to be over. Thus it appears that once one is 

the political head of the District. ~3body can build an 

additional room to his compound ~ithout giving him twelve na1ra. 

he collects arur~ than his annual salary. Before arriving 1n any 

J • l ' t ' "il\ • .) • f : ; • • • ,... • .,,_, (-•• ·,., .. ,.',,-.·, ·,·. ," ::)"'-? tn~:·o~.,q.~iDt~·,. MtnE-· .:.:1~:.{.>'"1c·t \Et>:Cf:p·( 1no!::-r.-:~ :c.n ot\i:·:-. .. - , · .. 

greeting money). Similarly, ~hile leaving one village for 

and 10.l, the kapaloQ is charged uniformly • . .: )-.! ........ ,. 
gr 3. t !H.:=tt t 

sallfam~ are charged according to one's income and the number of 

ta~able adults in the family. 
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TOTAL AMOUNT GIVEN 
FIVE RlCH PEASAhITS IN 1988 

F(,M.ILY 
'----------------------------' 1 1 

: KAPALON: KUDIN 
: GAlSUWA : SALLANA: 

--------:-----------:---------:---------:--------:-------------
3.üO 

···.1 
/ 

.. , 
/ 

,., 
:i' j, ()() 

,~() 

8 r: ._, 

------------:-----------:---------:---------:--------:--------------
TUTM.. '·l:', ,. .. ,: 

.:.:1,! 
l"\i:! 
.:.:1.! 

For the Kapa)on (the welcome money) each taxable adult member of 

the family was charged one naira while the corresponding figure 

money) was t•enty naira for each taxable membe~ of the family of 

this categorj of peasants. This does not include female adult 

members of the family. 

exempted from all forffis of taxation. 
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From the figures presented above, it could be seen that the 

five rich peasants who constitute 10% of the sample were 

expropriated to the tune of cme thousand and twenty-five naira 

(Ml025), while the poor peasants who constitute 30~ of the sample 

accounted for only three hundred and forty-six naira (#346). The 

corresponding figure for the middle class peasants ~ho constitute 

20~ of the sample is eight hundred and six naira (#806). 

The ab~,e figures might suggest for example that the rich 

peasants are more exploited than the poor peasants or the middle 

class peasan1s. However, nothing could be further from the 

truth. I have earlier illustrated the fact that the poor peasant 

is not only exploited by the feudal aristotrats but also by 

rich peasants. Similarly, the income of the five rich peasants, 

as presented in table 2.2, is six times bigger than the income of 

the fifteen poor peasants presented on table 4.4. 

While women are not generally taxed, the unmarried old w~nen 

1n each village provide all the chicken that are slaughtered ·for 

the Hakimi and his entourage throughout the days that they stay 

1n each village. 

~-
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individual members of the village. Throughout the days that the; 

example in 1975, Alhaji Liman ~f Kadira village was fined for 

cooking fish for Baba Jibir (a powerful member of the Hakimi's 

entourage) instead of meat as directed by his guest (Baba Jibir). 

Also serious are the allegations of promicuity levelled 

when the; are on a tour of the villages. Although none of my 

been a victim, tv~ agreed that the Hakimi. and the member of his 

village. On two instances, youngmen frm1 within and surrounding 

villages refused to marry two young girls from Lafiya on the 

ground that the two girls have slept with the Hak~~i when he (the 

Hakimi) went on a tour 

host village \~~d must offeF some gifts~ bo1h in c~sh and in kind 

, 
,1, ,-' 
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to him. lhe same applies to al] those who hosted any member of 

part of a peasants income. In 1987 for example, the Emir of 

Hadejia went on a tour ~f the entire emirate. All village heads 

gave the Emir one hundred naira (M100) each, and every ward head 

(Mai __ Unquw~) gave the emir twenty naira in addition to other 

gifts 1n kind such as animals and grains. All 1n all there are 

eight Districts in Hadejia Emirate and there are a total of seven 

hundred village heads and about seven thousand six hundred ward 

thousand naira (~22000) was expropriated from the peasants not to 

talk af the amount they might have spent for feeding the emir and 

the members of his entourage. 

went on a tour of a]l the villages and expropriated similar 

.J. 1.. ~-
1. i a·.' 

In addition to all that has been mentioned above, the feudal 

have a wide range of 'rights' 

For example, on the death of any rich peasant or a 

title holde~, the Hak~m~ is "entitled" to death duty (ushira) 

made up of one-eighth (l/8) of the total property of the 

·- i -- ---
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A case in point was the death of Nai Saleh, (a one 

t}mt·:·· head of Lafiya) in 1 r·1··~ ., _{ ::.=··.:.\,: 

., • • } • • J • t. 1 J 1, , , i • • ·.•, .. _,,.·.·,".=.·.' .. ·.·. ··.· .• ·· .... ·,. ·, .. ,'':.·· ,,l.\2 {i:~t-:tE .. ü1i/JüI?.ü J.ri·<.o E1 1·:Jr1·( ;2-.n-:.s -=f.ne r~Et~{l_m.1. ... - 1 
... i 

ln all the cases of oppression and exploitation cited above, 

there has never been a single instance in which the peasants took 

theiF case to a higher court in Kano. Once a case is lost in the 

Hakim).'s court, the peasants leave everything to God. 

While all the peasants interviewed believe that the ~nrin-

economic and political relationship that exist between them and 

exploitative, uv~ do not see themselves as being part rrf the 

solution. They believe only God can solve their problems. ürt1)1 

8~ or four people maintained that "God will not help us unless we 

and exploit them. If they can give up such acts, they Mill 

follow ttcm, but they cannot do that because if you stop them 

from doing one thing today, they ~ill inve~t another tomoFrow and 

r r. 
::•\ .. ', '\ j • • J 1·· . ;. ., -',.· ';·:c .. ·.,.·-,', 1! • ~:.\ ::~ ~:.o.~u t:~on :-.:::. tn -·~:.qi) t ...... , t2-.mr.-:-· 

that they do not elect children of feudal aristocrats into 
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as a long time solution 5 "they should 

revolution as necessary but that those individual members of the 

aristocracy Mho are found guilty of wrong doing should be 

punished by being removed from office. Thus, in the respondents 

view, it is the individual and not the system of exploitation and 

oppression that 1s responsible for their problems. 

Right from the colonial days, the relationship between the 

state and the members of the feudal aristocracy in Suri, as clsc 

where throughout Nigeria, has been that of subordination and 

The feudal institution lS essentially retained to exploit 

( :,·f 
... t 

Hm,ever, while serving the ruling class, the 

... ·;, .. -· ... 
·ï •• s. et~::,:::-

expropriate their surplus through socio-economic 

as those descFibed eaFlier. 

coloni~l era, the Ha\ima) (District heads) of Guri and the 

village heads performed dmAble and similar roles. CODESRIA
-LI
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ihn~P related to taxation. At the local lev~l, they transformed 

themselves into rural overloads living off the labour of the 

peasantrj through plunder and extortion. Although the colonial 

state responded ta extreme cases of extortion by simply deposing 

the H~kimi. and/or village head concerned ~ost of the oppressive 

throughout the colonial period. 

After independence, the Northern People Congress (NPC) 

regional government under Ahmadu Bello, became apprehensive and 

to the NPC government were systematically weeded out while the 

loyal ones "ere rewarded. In this "ay, al] emirs and Ha\imai 

politicians were subjected to constant haras~1ent. 

District, most ~f the peasants identified with the opposition 

Thc::!::.t:: peasants who openly suppo~ted 

blackmailed and then jailed. The nature of this blackmail is 

or the Emir ln public. In 1959 for example~ Nallam Ali of Turabu 

others were ar~ested ~ ..... , 
f~1$"i.~ 
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. - ,. ,. >, > .. I" -· .. ... 1. .. ••. , ·- J.. •. ' [' { •' •.-!". • I r.: ,• • - •!·. !;"j •,· •• ·., ·:··, •. /·:',; ·.·s·. ·:•· , •• l~ ~:, ~~h-i:-1' \. :i i .::• {:::· t.i "Î •• :fi t:=i t "i.. 1 i r.i. ~. ·:J ;:· !::, {:: 'f c·~ ~~~~.-~ .::• -~ S 1 ~J .. - . The same Ali was 

deported to Niger Republic in 1979 on the orders of the Emir of 

.J.!.. - .J. 
-t $Ji:~ t he ~as an alien. 46 

came back to his village after the Nigerian Immigration Agents 

discovered that the information supplied by the Emir of Hadejia 

peasantry, the people were told that the Hak\mi. had performed 

Sad(abar~ (lit. sorcery) and whoever opens his mouth to speak, 

his mouth and he would 

believed it ana as a result few people normally turned out at the 

All over the North, members of the feudal class became law 

unto themselves. 

government, they were allowed free hand to extort and oppress 

With the ovevth~ow of the first republic ~nd the taking over 

the feudal class were evolved and i~plemented. With the creation CODESRIA
-LI
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Fulani and the peasantry as could be seen from the insinuating 

statement of Sarki Shehu referred to in the pFevious section. 

Officially the Emir and all the Hajimaj_ are emplayees of the 

.J.L ••• 
t ;:jt:.' 

is responsible for the salary of all the Ha~ima) 

...... ; 1 1 ::, _, .... !:.i 
\',t .. : .. :.:..:1:.11 .. heads, it however has no disciplinaFy 

outrightly depose or discipline an Emir or Haki~i. 

Although the chairman is the chief executive af the local 

the decision of his council is binding on • '1 "l 
t!.:l ., 

members of the local government, members af the aristocracy 

outrightly disobey those decisions that are against 

For example in 1983 the Hadejia local government 

chairman Alhaji Ahmadu Dikila allocated smRe plots to the people 

of Hadejia local government. The beneficiaFies of the allocation 

were peasants from the surrGunding villages. A year later after 

some of the beneficiaries have developed their plots, the emir of 

f"~·----\, 
\. ~;· 
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Hadejia ordered the demolishing of all the structures erected. 

When the newly appointed local government chairman Alhaji Sarki 

rm·~ \l" M ·~···· "' . , 

transferred from Hadejia to Dawakin Tofa, on the orders of the 

Em:i. r. 

Although almost all those affected by the demolition could 

Gauta instituted a court action against the local government for 

allowing such an action. The court in Kano ordered the payment 

of eight thousand eight hundred naira (18,800) to Yusufu Gauta as 

compensaticm and another three hundred na1ra (ff300) as damages. 

The local government paid the money but not even a warning ~as 

given to the emir. 

While the state turns a blind eye on the atrocities of the 

feudal class, members af the ruling class benefit frmi the feudal 

class by using the~ to implement their policies at the grassroot 

The members ~f the feudal class also used to secretly 

canvass for votes among the rural masses during civilian regimes. 

During military regimes, they are used to get legitimacy and 

support for the government. Under the Babangida administration 

for example, the members of the feudal class were effectively 

.-··, ,.~, ··:r 

.:".:." ... ( .. _'. 
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used to get people for registration and voting exercises. 

The strong linkages between the aristocrats in the rural 

areas and those 1n 

functionaries on the other would suggest that what we saw 

happening 1n Guri District is an epitame of a broad based racket 

which function to maintain the interest of the Nigerian ruling 

class by perpetuating feudal relations. 

The Suri political economy so far analysed epitomised the 

contradictions and struggles on the part rrf a moribond ruling 

class to sustain itself within a dominant capitalist mode of 

Although most of the socio-economic problems of the members 

this District could be linked to the oppressive 

exploitBtive activities of the memoers of the feudal class~ the 

the peBsants from kn~oing the sources of their problems. 

relations in the District are essentially sustained by this 

religio-traditional ideology. 
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dominant ruling class, they also promote their own 

torms of taxation in 1911 and introduced nn·i ·~ 
t· ... ~- -· 

J. , ..... 
t ~H::· 

colonial state by making sure that all peasants under their 

cnntr·Dl ·- ... : •• 1 
~.-:t·~ .$. u 

collection of the poll tax, they continued to collect all those 

either changing the names with ~hich those atolished taxes were 

knmon or the taxes were si~ply collected clandestinely. 

jangali was quietly collected from the Fulani whether or not they 

show evidence of earlier payments. The colonial state punished 

only those cases that came toits notice while the thousands that 

went unnotjced 0ere not punished. After independence, the feudal 

class simply transferred their lo;alty to the rl~~s contralling 

the regional government. 

lff the feudal class ally with powerful state functjonaries to 

perpetuate and sustain their atrocjties 1n the country side. CODESRIA
-LI
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The response of the peasantry to this system of oppression 

;;·înd E·):p}-:::ï:j.t;~t:i·.on :i~:- i:{ d:ti1·ect i:·f:.··f}t=:cti{:)n n·f' thr: ît!{J~··k:~.n{:J!::· e-f th{;:, 

feudal ideology. The nature of their protests are essentially 

individualistic, isolated, uncoordinated and spontaneous. T ht~r::. 

t hfr ). n d 1 v i~ tJ t\ i~ J E·· mi. r =- thztt.j __ ff.t.J .. =' t.\J. .. t:.~t}).. ,._,. 3. J J ~·i t} [' hE· ,:-id t:: t c :: r E\ t hE· ~:- t h ,:{ n 

th{;:, ·ft.: .. udc~} ~=-::,:~.tt:--{~·i i:::. sE·t;·?-··1 t-;.:= b:t-:, 11·s=·~:-pc,n~.].b}E, ·fc-:1·· ~-pt·?c3.·f3.c 

pi:-ob}. E1 SÎi~:. ~ El/t::·n th3.nçt!::. ]. :\ kr::-· d ~\ ~;.f! ë~ ;.~.t:-· ..J ... : •. !.. 
·WH.tt.H rr,~:.u} t -f ~·nrn püü):-

nutrition are attributed to evil spirits. 

Poverty and richness are regarded as God given. -fbtïf:. "Ï'D!' 

(~·)f HimpJr-::, only Ood and not the system uf exploitation Js 

responsible for one's poverty. The same conception also applies 

to thf.--:· pc::~:.:itJnn ü-f thü!::-·E~ tn t:;utho11":itr:: ~(:lnq~:-hi.p 3-~:- ç;;3.vt::,n b:;,: Ged 

to whoever He ~ants and challenging those in authority lS a 

c h2, 11 f.~î~·i:} ft t hf::, \t.~:~.11 {'~'f Güd :J 

ln conclusion, one can argue that it is the persistence and 

predominance of this religious and superstitious ideology amo~g 

the peasantry that enables the feudal class in Guri District of 

Hadejia Emirate to perpetuate feudal oppression and exploitation. 

:2~)'/ 
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~. Abdullahi Danfodio ~»iya al-Ummatt (Light of the community) as 

in Paden op. cit., p.221 

~. lhe election of all village heads are done by the villagers 

6. Interview with one of the four policemen 1n Guri on 

7. Interview with Baba Kulalu on B-ll-1988. 

hv .... , 

the relations of the deceased persons viz; the families of 

Garba Jibillu, Yarima Gobura, Nai Julu and Gordole. 

9. Interview with Baba Kulalu 8-11-1988. 
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10. Intervie~ with Alhaji Hamidu 10-11-1988. 

12. lnterview ~ith Mallam Jitir Guri lO-ll-1988. 

:J . .ll. Ibid. 

15. Interview with Bura Gastu ln Lafiya on 5-ll-1988. 

18. Interview with Alh~ji Muhammsdu Danjani Hadejia on 11-ll-

1900_-_19JO. C~mb~idge University Press, 1977, p.51. 
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This research, using the Narxist methodology, has attempted 

to study and analyse how a moribond class has effectively 

employed a religio-traditional ideology to sustain itself ~ithin 

examining the contradictions that exist in the ares of study and 

within the wider conteMt of the Nigerian political econm1y. 

These contradictions which inform the theory of motion of the 

society under study were classified into internal and external 

contradictions, primary and secondary, antagonistic and non-

The internal contradictions deal with both antagonistic and 

colonial period. The external contradiction deal primarily with 

colonialism on Hadejia Emirate in particular and 1n Nigeria 1n 

general. The primary contradictions deal with antagonistic rJ~~s 

interest like the one between the peasants and ~arak~n~. while 

the seccmdary contradictions represents the non-antagonistic 

rl~~~ interests and struggles as those bet~een the peasants and 

study started first by examining the natuFe of 
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relations at the global level. After e~amining the nature of 

feudal relations thrcughout the wor1a in the first chapter, the 

conclusion that feudalism and its attendant contradictions varied 

Nith time and society w2~ drawn. It is ~1~0 argued that 

regardless of the society, feudal relations are sustained through 

a religious ideology. 

hypothesis developed in the second chapter, I went on to analyse 

colonial period in the third chapter. 

oppression and exploitation within Hadejia Emirate had been 1n 

the kings (Sarakuna) of Kano. Between 1731 and 1743, the small 

chiefdoms ~f Auyo, Garin Gabbas and Hadejia we~e all annexed te 

Kanem-Borno Empire. Retween 1731 and 180~ following the outbreak 

of Usman Danfodio's Jihad, the social formation of Hadejia was 

under the Galadima of Nguru, a vassal chief of the Kanem-Borno 

The nature of the social relations of production 1n Guri 

under the Kanem-Borno Empire was that peasants possessed lands 

However, they paid.annual tribute to the state. 

What the peasants paid as tribute was fixed annually by the state 

on the entire community. It was the particular community that 

1·-, •l Il 
.,: ,:;, ... 1. 
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riPririprl on who paid what· to make up for the bulk of what was 

finall/ handed 0;er as a tribute to the state. When a particular 

community defaulted on tribute payment, the entire community was 

punished through a punitive expedition in which the state carried 

away more property than what the community was expected to payas 

lhe contradictions that informed the dynamics of the pre-

Jihad social formation of Hadejia were largely centred around the 

rla~G struggles between four major classes viz; the Kanuri and 

.,., ..... 
\. 1::t:~ 

peasants and the slaves on the other. 

ruling class centred around the issues of tribute and the 

between the nomadic Fulani and the ruling class largely centred 

around the issue of the Jfanqal). tax which was indiscriminately 

levied on and collected from the nomadic Fulani based on the 

numbcr of livestock they owned. Although they were small in 

number, the slaves were one of the most oppressed classes in the 

Most ~, the slaves were prisoners of war and quite 

lnfact palace slaves who distinguished themselves at the war 

( 
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the Jihad of Usman Danfodio broke out, the Fulani of Hadejia, 

Usman Danfodio's Jihad of iaoq - 1808 ended with the 

. Sarau\~ system emerged the Emirate political structure. 

hitherto under the control rrf the Kanem-Borno Empire became an 

Emirate of the Sokoto Caliphate. The nature of the state became 

The basis of pm~er of the aristocracy was 

Various forms of taxation were introduced by the state. Most of 

of a muslim to the lslamic state. 

the peasants and other social classes 

oppressed and exploited by the state and its agencies, there had 

system as a who}e. Nost of the revolts were localised and 

directed to individual rulers. Nhen the conditions of the 

oppressed clBsses became worse, individuals, rathev than the 

... ~, ·l .• 
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system were held respc~sible. 

The explanation for the inability ~f the peasants to put up 

revolt against the 

exploitation ~~ located 1n the nature ~f the Islamic ideology 

itse]f. lhe Islamic ideology of the state made a revolt against 

constituted authority a heresy while a revolt against the 

leadership was regarded as a revolt against Islam. According to 

Abdullahi Danfodio, 0 if authority is legitimate (that is b8sed on 

the reacting of the 8ur'an), protest is illegitimate. 

authority is illegitimate, protest 1s legitimate" 1 

Usman Danfodio's Jihad, they also saw themselves as the religious 

leaders of the people. All obnoxious ta~es were justified ~~ 

"responsibility" of a muslim to the lslamic state. The leaders 

were seen as the representatives of Grni and thus a challenge to 

their authority is a challenge to the decision of God who gave 

During dynastie quarrels, 

oppressed classes only took sides. Through the monopoly of 

Islamic knowledge, the aristocracy made access ta 

knowledge difficult and the content of the Qur'an was interpreted 

Most of the people were ignorant of the very 

Up to the time the colonialists conquered Nigeria as a whole, the 

/OMj ~ •k:,, 

.1.:. J. . • ~· 
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peasants were notable to put up a strong resistance against the 

system of feudal oppression and exploitation as a whole. 

Following the violent creation of the colonial economy, 

tamed and then later used through the agency ~f the indirect rule 

to serve the interest ~, colonialism. 

At the initial stage, the Emir of Hadejia Muhammadu and most 

colonial policies especially those on taxation. The members of 

the aristocracy either crutrightly refused to collect taxes 

imposed by the colonialists or they concealed the number of their 

This action was not informed 

humanitarian nesture to protect the people against impeFialists 

the fear that the policies would deprive them ~f 

~f revenue in addition to risking peasant 

especially when they are made to carry heavy burden of ta~ation. 

The British responded to the intransigence of the Emirs 

District heads (Hakimai) and their subordinates by deposing many 

feudal class became the most faithful allies of the British 

The loyalty of the members ~, the aristocracy to 

,, ·'-·-; 
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the British notwithstanding, a secondary and non-antagonistic 

contradiction developed between them. This contradiction centred 

feudal exactions in 1911. Nhcn the British unified all pre-

collected annually, the aristocracts refused to stop collecting 

those taxes like the Z~kka\ which were abolished. The collection 

of unrrfficial taxes and the embez2lement rrf official tax money 

formed the bone ~f contention between the aristocrats and the 

colonialists throughmJt the colonial period. 

The Guri political-economy analysed described in detail how 

in an everchanging and predominant capitalist mode of production. 

The first strategy for survival 1s that they remain loyal to 

the bourgeois state and implemented all its policies especiallj 

those relat~d to the rural populace. For example, during the 

colonial period, they collected taxes and also mobilised the 

peasantry to perform forced and unpaid labour. In the same way, 

the; served all previous administrations f:um independence to 

fine·= t hr:·r .}. L. - .f. 
t 1 ~ c{ t 

enjoyed under a different name. For example, ~hen the colonial 
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with the peasantry as possible. This was done through constant 

visits (rangadi) to villages by the H~ki?i. 

significance of such an act cannot be undeF-estimated. For 

example 5 of the 50 people interviewed, only 5 or (10%) correctly 

all the 50 or(lOO~)correctly listed all the six Haki~a\ of 

Hadejia from 1908 to date. Thus the Hakimi. and his 0gcnts are 

the most known government officials. 

efficient way of disposing cases. For example, while it will 

Hakimi takes only days and at most two weeks to dispose of a 

This, coupled with the fact that the highest form ~f 

.: .} . 
• t t 

Z~luncA (oppression) and c~\a (exploitation) of the Hakimi's 

court, 90~ of those interviewed would pref2r their cases to be 

.. ·.:'../;,) 
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secondary class contradictions. ln GuFi District, the Sar~ku~~ 

incite the nomadic Fulani against the peasantry. While the two 

fines. Through the arhitration of local dispute, the impression 

effectively in control of the local nr-cn!:: 1 ,:: -:·i-:.r l"' ... I" ......... -· ... 

maintaining peace at the local level. 

government functionaries. 

complained to me that they have made several reports to their 

commander about arbitrary trial of r~~P~ and .,. l- ... 
t ~ i~·:.~ 

corruption of the Hakimi~s court but nothing has been done yet. 

. ,., ....... . 
t!H::·1; 1 ·:") -;· ;.r; 1 . 

government, Alhaji Zangoma on 12-11-1988, as to whether he was 

..... {: 
i3! 

murder L~~~~ by the Hakimi's court, he denied ever knowing 

news magazine and indict the local goveFnment officials foF theiF 

cases and that agents of the state security serv1ce have been 

he affeved me ~nmR money which •;• 
~\ 

But the pFactical alliance between top goveFnment 

--. - - -1.~. 
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functionaries and the S~r\ku~~ could be seen in the manner in 

crf uur1 out of the town. The efficiency with which honest 

powerful racket that can go to any length to protect its ·field 

At the centre of this wave of oppression and exploitation is 

the feudal ideology which is used to confuse the minds of the 

peasantry and hinder their understanding of the reasons behind 

their poverty and sufferings. As stated earlier ln the second 

chapter 5 the ideology of the e~ploiting class is basically an 

abstraction from the actual experiences and relationships that 

exist between the oppressed and oppressive classes. 

a way of lite. This way of thinking then functions practically 

to maintain the status-quo. In Guri District the feudal ideology 

manifest itself in a form of fatalism. God is seen to be 

~esponsible fo~ eve~ything including poveYty and affluence life 

itself is seen as unfolding of events worked out oy God and that 

patience and Yestraint a~e viYtues. 

Finally, what this thesis reveals about Guri is an epitome 
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proletariat who assess his condition of living vis-a-vis his 

employer's than the peasant who emplcrys himself and sometimes 

even employ others. 

threatened, the peasant is less likely to undertake a political 

action against his oppressor and even when he does, it is usually 

the system under which he 1s oppressed 

The third problem associated with the issue of peasant 

are essentiilly diversionary. Hostility 1s diverted against the 

real enemy and directed at members of the same class. 

C0ri for example, the peasant sees the nomadic Fulani as his 

The; do not for example understand that the 

activities of the nomadic Fulani are inseparabl; tied to the 

able to e~pose the wa;s 1n •hich a class has been able to sus1ain 

Secondly, the research has sho~s that the activities of the 

Sar~kun~ in the ru~al a~eas can be one of the major causes of 

poverty among the rural populace • 

. ··-,---= .,, .. ,.:.,;.:.·1..: 
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institution remain useful in serving the interest of capital, it 

would te allowed to survive. Thus for example despite the fact 

that the 1976 local government reform and the 1978 land use 

success1ve governments in Nigeria have continued to sink a lot of 

institution in order to sustain :}_ t.-: 

because the role of the Emirs and Hajima\ 1n holding down the 

orprtsscd classes serves the interest of the Nigerian ruling 

Secondly, •e have learnt t~at no system of exploitation can 

be sustained ~ithout an ideology. An ideology 1s necessary to 

confuse and misdirect the oppressed. 

communal mrnie of production, the primitive ideology helped to 

cohesion and bond J. L ••• ,i. 
t i:= 1:~ t. 

together. The maintenance of this social cohesion was necessary 

for the survival of the tribe the disintegration of which meant 

the disintegration ~f the society. 

With the birth of social classes and the disintegration of 

t;nd serfs or peasants, 

ideology functions to maintain the interest of the dominant class 

in pG~er. Thus for example the religious ideology of the aiddle 

r~---- ---~ -~. 
·- •-'-,;, ;: .. 
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the feudal ordeF. ·rt-2 

e~ploitation of the serf by the lord "was disguised as ~ 

subordinatic~ ~, the serf to his natural superiors under the rule 
,, 

of God"~. The pFocess of expropriating the surplus generated b; 

the serfs was disguised by the abstract and hoodwinking feudal 

Similarly, under the capitalist mode ~f production, the 

is rationalised and disguised b; the capitalist ideas of 

-~ 
"ownership, contract and equality of rights"~ 

system is in crisis. Thus for example the idea that poverty and 

wealth are given b; God to whoever He wants would serve the 

interest of the bourgeoisie especially in tiœes of crisis. 

ri. ch are rich because God has made it so and .;. ! .. -
tHt::· 

}n a neocolonial social formation like Nigeria, t f::f:'.·· 

is necessary because the system 1s always in crisis. Thus, the 

diverting peoples attention from the reaJ sources of their 
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problems Bnd in subjecting them to the rule of the bourgeoisie. 
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